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1 . 0  I N T R O D U C T I O N
Nightfighter allows players to fight tactical air battles between 
nightfighters and bombers in World War Two. The scenarios 
show the development of nightfighting from early “cat’s eye” 
incarnations to late-war radar intercept techniques.

1 . 1  R u l e s
This book describes the rules of the game. Rules are 
numbered and cross-references to other rules are listed [in 
square brackets]. Design notes in italics describe the rationale 
behind the rules.

1.1.1 ProGraMMed INsTruCTIoN
This rule book is organized so that you only need to read the 
rules required to play the next scenario. At various points 
in this rule book, you are invited to stop reading and play a 
scenario using the rules you have learned.

1 . 2  P l a y e r s
Nightfighter requires two participants: a player and an umpire. 
The umpire officiates the game and controls the attacker 
forces while the player controls the defenders.

1.2.1 CoMbaTaNTs
All forces in the game are divided into attacker (umpire) and 
defender (player) forces. Attackers represent bombers and 
intruder fighters while defenders represent the nightfighter 
forces deployed to stop them.

1.2.2 bLINd PLay
The game is designed so that the player plays “blind.” There 
are two maps in the game: one each for the umpire and 
player. The umpire’s map tracks the positions of both the 
attacker and defender forces. The player’s map is printed 
larger but is otherwise identical to the umpire’s map. It only 
shows the defender forces and those attackers that have been 
fixed or tallied. The play aid is placed between the two maps 
as a screen to prevent the player seeing the umpire’s map 
[3.1]. The umpire, of course, can look at both maps freely. 
Rule 5.0 describes this in more detail.

1 . 3  S c e n a r i o s
There are a number of scenarios in Nightfighter, each depicting 
a different stage in the development of nightfighting. 
Scenarios are found in the scenario book arranged in rough 
chronological order. Every scenario has variants that make 
alterations to the basic scenario. Players are encouraged to 
play these variants.

1 . 4  S c a l e
Each unit counter in the game represents a single bomber or 
nightfighter aircraft. Each hex on the map is approximately a 
mile across. Each game turn is roughly a minute in length.

1 . 5  G l o s s a r y
The following is a list of terms commonly used in the game.

AI Radar. AI stands for “Airborne Interception.” AI was the 
name given to radar systems mounted on aircraft [19.0].

Attacker. The umpire-controlled bomber and intruder force.

Bomber. A bomb-carrying aircraft controlled by the umpire. 
Bombers do not fly freely but behave according to strict rules.

Most bombers have gun turrets to defend themselves and may 
try to evade attacks by nightfighters.

As the majority of attacker aircraft in the game are bombers, 
the term “bomber” is used to mean “bomber or intruder” in 
these rules. Rules that apply to bombers should also apply to 
intruders unless specified otherwise.

Defender. The player-controlled nightfighter force.

Distance. Distance on the map is measured by counting the 
number of hexes from one hex to another, by the shortest 
path. Count the destination hex but not the start hex 
[2.1.4].

Facing. The direction an aircraft points on the map [7.1, 9.2]. 
An aircraft must face one of the six adjacent hexes [2.2.1].

Fix. If a bomber or intruder is fixed, its location is known to 
the player. Aircraft are fixed by searchlights [14.2.1] or AI 
radar [19.1.2].

Intruder. An attacker nightfighter that is controlled by 
the umpire. The role of intruders is to hunt down and kill 
defender nightfighters [27.0].

Nightfighter. Sometimes simplified to ‘fighter’. This is a 
gun-armed fighter aircraft controlled by the player. Many 
nightfighters are equipped with AI radar and other electronics 
that help them find and fix bombers.

Player. The player controls the defender nightfighters.

Tally. A visual sighting of an enemy aircraft is called a tally. 
This represents spotting an enemy and obtaining positive 
identification of that aircraft [10.0, 15.0].

Tally Number. The final digit of an aircraft’s ID number. It is 
printed larger than the rest of the numbers on the counter 
[2.2.1].

Umpire. The umpire officiates the game and controls the 
attacker forces of bombers and intruders.

Visible Range. The distance at which an enemy aircraft can be 
seen from another aircraft [3.3.2].

ILLusTraTIoN: The umpire on the right masks his smaller map 
with the play aid. He has a perfect view of the larger player’s map 
(to the left) and can update it with information as necessary.
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2 . 0  C O M P O N E N T S
A complete game of Nightfighter contains the following 
components:

One rule book

One scenario book

One rules supplement book

One 11” x 17” umpire’s map

One 17” x 22” player’s map

One sheet of 5/8” counters (88 counters)

One sheet of 1/2” counters (280 counters)

One play aid/umpire’s screen

One patrol display

Six six-sided dice, four in one color, two in another

2 . 1  M a p s
There are two near-identical maps. The smaller one is used by 
the umpire and must be kept hidden from the player’s sight. 
The player uses the larger map.

2.1.1 Hex GrId
Each map is gridded with hexagons (or “hexes”). The maps 
are 18 hexes wide by 27 hexes long. Each hex has a unique 
four-figure ID number in which the first two numbers are the 
hex COLUMN and the second two indicate the hex ROW. 
The grid is arranged so that the columns of hexes run down 
the long axis of the map.

Mark an aircraft’s location by placing its counter in a hex. 
Other counters and markers may be placed in hexes to note 
various events.

2.1.2 boMber sTreaM
desIGN NoTe: The map represents the width of the raid bomber 
stream. all bombers are channeled through this narrow airspace.

The narrow ends of the map are the entry and exit sides of the 
map. The entry side is the one closest to row 01 (hexes 0101 
to 1801). The exit side is the one closest to row 27.

Each hex of the entry side is marked with a number that is 
the same as the two-figure column ID. It is also marked with a 
small arrow that shows the facing for all entering aircraft.

Bombers will enter in hexes on the entry side of the map, and 
then move down the hex columns until they reach the exit 
side, where they exit and disappear.

2.1.3 oTHer MaP feaTures
Searchlight Zones. A dashed box containing an identifying 
letter is a searchlight zone. All hexes within that box are in the 
zone. Each searchlight zone represents a master searchlight 
and a number of other searchlights. In some scenarios, 
searchlight zones may also contain flak.

Searchlight Beacon. This hex represents a searchlight used as 
a navigation or assembly point by nightfighters.

Radio Beacon Box. This represents a 
radio navigation marker well away from 
the bomber stream.

Flare Dropper Entry Hexes. (See left) 
These are locations where flare droppers 
enter the map in naval actions.

2.1.4 dIsTaNCes
All distances on the map are measured in hexes. To count 
the distance between aircraft, determine the shortest path in 
hexes from one aircraft to the other and count the number of 
hexes. Count the hex the target aircraft occupies but not the 
hex the first aircraft occupies.

When measuring distance to two or more bombers, the 
closest is the one that is the fewest hexes away.

2.1.5 PLayer’s MaP
The player’s map displays various tracks and boxes:

Game Turn Track. Place the game turn marker 
on this track to mark the current turn. Move it 
one space along the track at the end of each 
turn. After 20 game turns move the counter 
to the 1 box and flip it to its “+20” side. Spaces 
marked with an asterisk (*) indicate those turns where certain 
aircraft can move an extra hex [7.2, 9.1]. 

The game turn track is also used to track Victory Points and 
flare duration [26.2.2] in naval actions.

Environment Status Boxes. Boxes that are used to indicate 
moon phase, visibility and cloud. During set up place markers 
in each appropriate box [3.4]. 

2 . 2  C o u n t e r s
There are two countersheets. In general, the larger 5/8” 
counters and markers are used on the player’s map while the 
smaller 1/2” counters are used on the umpire’s map (though 
there are exceptions to this).

2.2.1 aIrCrafT CouNTers
Each aircraft counter shows a silhouette of the aircraft, the 
aircraft’s type and a three-figure identification (ID) number. 
The final digit of the ID number is shown larger than the rest. 
This is called the tally number and is always a number ranging 
from 1 to 6.

Some nightfighter counters have a blue musical icon on the 
reverse. When flipped to that side, it indicates the aircraft is 
equipped with schräge Musik [20.1].

The aircraft counter has a front edge. This indicates the 
direction in which the aircraft flies. When an aircraft is placed 
in a hex, this edge must always be pointed towards one of the 
six adjacent hexes on the map. The direction an aircraft is 
pointed in is known as its facing [7.1, 9.2].

ILLusTraTIoN: The fighter on the left correctly faces one adja-
cent hex; the one on the right incorrectly faces toward two hexes.
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Each radar search counter is paired with a 1/2” radar sweep 
counter with the same name. See rule 13.0.

2.2.3 TraCk CouNTers
Track counters are used by the player 
as a memory aid during play to show 
where radar searches or contacts have 
taken place [13.1.4].

2.2.4 searCHLIGHT Markers
Large (5/8”) searchlight markers 
are used to mark searchlight 
searches and aircraft fixed by 
searchlights. Each marker has a 
search and a fix side. Small (1/2”) 
searchlight fix markers have only one side and are used to 
mark fixes on the umpire’s map. See rule 14.0.

2.2.5 aI radar fIx Markers
AI radar fix markers are used to 
mark aircraft fixed by air intercept 
radar. See rule 19.0.

The front and reverse sides of 
the marker depict silhouettes of 
a four-engined and twin-engined bomber, respectively. The 
differences are for flavor only. The player and umpire can use 
either side during play.

2.2.6 TaLLy Markers
Tally markers mark tallied aircraft. 
See rules 10.0, 15.0.

As with the AI Fix markers [2.2.5] 
the differences between the front 
and reverse of the marker are for 
flavor only.

2.2.7 eNTry CHITs
Entry chits are used to determine 
where bombers enter the map [8.1.2].

Entry chits have two sides, a red side 
and a yellow side. Each side lists three 
numbers. Each number corresponds to a hex column on the 
map, between 01 and 18.

2.2.8 HIT Markers
Hit markers track the amount of damage inflicted 
upon an aircraft [11.0]. The markers come in 
denominations from 1 to 3.

2.2.2 radar searCH aNd sweeP CouNTers
Large (5/8”) radar search counters are named after the type 
of radar they represent, such as Freya or Würzburg. Each 
counter has a number indicating the radar search value.

Flensburg and Naxos counters also have an ID letter to 
distinguish them from other counters of the same type.

2.2.9 GeNerIC Markers
To mark the positions of the player’s aircraft on 
the umpire’s map [5.1], the umpire uses generic 
aircraft counters with a double-X ID number 
(“XX”).

2.2.10 MIsCeLLaNeous Markers
Additional markers are supplied to mark the game turn, 
moon phase, visibility, cloud, experte and green pilots, dives 
remaining, task forces, Victory Points, flares and alert status.

2 . 3  P l a y  A i d  S c r e e n
The play aid contains the game’s charts and tables and the 
Aircraft Data Charts [6.0]. In addition, it acts as a screen 
between the umpire’s and the player’s maps [3.1].

2 . 4  D i c e
At least four six-sided dice are required for play.

3 . 0  S E T T I N G  U P  P L A y
To start play you must do the following:

3 . 1  S e t  U p  t h e  Ta b l e
When playing the game the umpire should be able to see 
both his map and the player’s map, while the player must 
only look at his own map [5.0].

The umpire sits on one side of the table and uses the play aid 
as a screen to shield his smaller map from view.

The player sits on the other side of the table and places the 
player’s map in full view of the umpire.

Now the umpire and player should select a scenario and 
begin to set it up.

3 . 2  S c e n a r i o s
The scenarios give information on how to set up play. Each 
scenario contains the following information:

Background. The historical background of the scenario.

Difficulty Level. The scenarios in this book are arranged 
in chronological order. However, some of the scenarios are 
difficult for the player to win. 

As a guide, the difficulty levels are listed as:

Normal: The player has a good chance of winning.

Hard: The player has a low chance of winning.

Impossible: The player has little chance of winning.

Players looking for a competitive game may wish to skip the 
Hard and Impossible missions during their first play sessions; 
in which case read these rules to page 15 and then play 
Scenario 3.

Game Length. This may be listed as the number of game turns 
the scenario will run, or a period of time until a specified 
number of bombers have exited the map or been shot down. 
When the game length conditions are met, the scenario ends 
and victory is assessed [4.1].

Sequence of Play. Some scenarios truncate the sequence of 
play to remove unused phases [4.0]. This section lists the 
phases that should be ignored. 
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Attacker Forces. This lists the attacker’s historical formations 
and the number and type of attacker aircraft in the scenario. 
The umpire picks out counters for these forces and keeps 
them aside, off the map. He does not put them on his map 
until they enter via the entry procedure [8.0].

Attacker Entry. This specifies the game turns on which 
attacker forces enter and the number of bombers that enter 
each turn [8.1.1].

Defender Forces. This lists the defender’s historical 
formations and the number and type of defender aircraft in 
the scenario.

Defender Setup. This specifies in what hexes the defender 
sets up on his map. A nightfighter may set up with any facing 
[9.2] the player desires. In some scenarios fighters set up in 
the radio beacon box [23.0].

Search Radar. This specifies which radar search counters 
are available to the player [13.1]. The player picks out these 
counters along with the associated sweep counters and keeps 
them aside, ready for use.

Searchlights. This specifies which searchlight zones are active 
by listing their ID letters [14.2]. If a searchlight zone is not 
listed, it is not active. The entry will say whether or not active 
searchlights are radar-directed.

Flak. This specifies whether there is flak in the active 
searchlight zones (“yes”) or not (“no”) [22.0].

Moon. This lists the moon phase for the scenario. If “random” 
is listed, the player rolls dice on the Moon Phase Table to 
determine the moon phase [3.3.1].

Visibility. This lists the visibility for the scenario. If “random” 
is listed, the player rolls a die on the Visibility Table to 
determine the visibility [3.3.2].

Cloud. This lists the cloud for the scenario. If “random” is 
listed, the player rolls dice on the Cloud Table to determine 
the cloud [3.3.3].

Victory Conditions. This details the victory conditions for the 
player to win the scenario [4.1].

Special Rules. This details any special rules that are in effect. 
Where there is a conflict, a special rule overrides the regular 
rules.

Variants. This section describes how to vary the scenario. Any 
listed forces or other information supersedes that listed in the 
main scenario. Only the changes to the scenario are listed in 
the variant. The rest of the main scenario information still 
applies. Both player and umpire must agree to play a variant 
before it can be used.

3 . 3  E n v i r o n m e n t
The player must set the conditions of Moon, Visibility and 
Cloud.

3.3.1 MooN
desIGN NoTe: full and half moons represent any moon phase 
that provides substantial illumination. 

The moon can be in one of three phases: full, 
half or no moon. The scenario will specify the 
moon phase. If the scenario lists the phase as 
random, the player rolls two dice and consults 
the Moon Phase Table to determine the phase.

MOON PHASE TABLE

Dice Roll Result

2-4 Full moon

5-6 Half moon

7 or more No moon

In scenarios set in the European theater from April 1942 
onwards add 2 to this die roll.

desIGN NoTe: as the war progressed the raf avoided flying in 
periods of moon illumination.

3.3.2 VIsIbILITy
desIGN NoTe: The distance at which aircraft could be seen 
varied with weather conditions.

The visibility is listed as Poor, Moderate or Good, followed by 
two numbers separated by a slash as follows:

Poor  0/1

Moderate 0/3

Good 1/5

These numbers are the visible ranges. The first 
range number is the maximum distance in 
hexes at which an enemy aircraft can normally 
be tallied [10.1]. The second range number 
is the maximum distance at which an enemy 
aircraft can be tallied while it is fixed by a searchlight [14.2.5] 
or flare-illumination [14.3].

The visible range to an enemy aircraft in an illuminated cloud 
hex is always 1 [3.3.3].

If the scenario lists the visibility as random, the player rolls 
two dice and consults the Visibility Table to find the visibility.

VISIBILITY TABLE

Dice Roll Result

2-4 Poor 0/1

5-9 Moderate 0/3

10 or more Good 1/5

In scenarios set in the Pacific add 2 to the die roll.

3.3.3 CLoud
desIGN NoTe: Cloud blocked searchlights from hunting out 
bombers. However, the moon, searchlights and flares from flak 
guns could turn the cloud into a backlit surface against which 
aircraft silhouettes could be made out.

Cloud is listed as Cloudy or None. If cloud is 
present it is considered to cover the entire map 
at an altitude below that of the aircraft. When it 
is cloudy, searchlights cannot search for or fix 
bombers [14.1]. 

If it is cloudy, all hexes in active searchlight zones are 
illuminated cloud. (The searchlights beneath are illuminating 
the cloud.) If it is cloudy during a full moon, all hexes on the 
map are illuminated cloud. The visible range to an enemy 
aircraft in an illuminated cloud hex is always 1.

If the scenario lists the cloud as random, the player rolls one 
die and consults the Cloud Table to determine the cloud.
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CLOUD TABLE

Die Roll Result

1-3 Cloudy

4-6 None

3 . 4  S c e n a r i o  S e t u p
Pull out all the counters as directed by the scenario. (The 
umpire randomly picks bombers of the correct type from 
the available counters.) Next, determine the environmental 
conditions, rolling for moon, visibility and cloud if required, 
and mark them on the player’s map using the appropriate 
markers [3.3]. Place the game turn marker in the Turn 1 
space. Finally, the player sets up the defender nightfighters 
on his map. Once this is done, play can start.

4 . 0  S E q U E N C E  O F  P L A y
The following is the full sequence of play for the game, listing 
the player’s and umpire’s actions and the order in which they 
are taken. Some scenarios may remove phases and you should 
ignore them when playing those scenarios.

(1) Move Bombers Phase. The umpire checks whether each 
intruder uses Serrate or Pursuit behavior [27.2]. Then 
he moves all bombers on his map after which he moves 
all intruders. He moves tally or fix markers for any tallied 
or fixed bombers identically on the player’s map [7.0]. 
Resolve intruder combat [27.2.4]. If a bomber fixed 
by searchlights moves into another searchlight zone, 
the player may roll to hand off the fix to the new zone 
[14.2.4], otherwise the fix is lost.

(2) Enter Bombers Phase. The umpire determines the 
number of bombers (and intruder fighters) entering 
and which hex columns they enter on. These are entered 
onto the umpire’s map and then moved [8.0].

(3) Move Fighters Phase. The umpire announces any tail 
warnings [27.3]. The player moves the nightfighters 
on his map [9.0], except the ones which scattered on 
the previous turn [17.3.1]; the umpire updates his map 
accordingly.

(4) Flak Phase. The umpire rolls for flak effects on 
nightfighters if any of them occupy a searchlight zone 
containing flak [22.0].

(5) Radar Search Phase. Remove all radar search and sweep 
counters. The player places new radar search counters. 
The umpire calls out which searches have made contact 
and places sweep counters as appropriate [13.0].

(6) AI Search Phase. Lose AI fixes on bombers that are out 
of the range and/or arc of AI radar [19.1.2]. The umpire 
calls out if any of the player’s nightfighters have fixed 
any bombers with their AI radar [19.0]. If jamming is 
in effect, the player can roll to fix the bombers [24.5.2]. 
Fixed bombers have their location marked on the 
player’s map with an AI fix marker.

(7) Searchlight Phase. The umpire places searchlight search 
markers in any active searchlight zones containing 
bombers. The player rolls to fix bombers in each zone. 
The umpire places searchlight fix markers for any fixed 
bombers on the player’s map [14.0].

(8) Tally Phase. The player may choose to drop tallies, then 
checks to see whether tallies are maintained [10.2]. The 
player can roll to tally any bomber [10.0]. The umpire 
places tally markers for any tallied bombers on the 
player’s map. The player may then attempt to tally fixed 
bombers and places markers for successful tallies [15.1].

(9) Combat Phase. The player may attack tallied targets 
that are in the same hexes as his nightfighters. Resolve 
combat [11.0, 17.0]. Bombers roll for response [17.4].

(10) End of Turn. Remove searchlight search markers from 
the player’s map [14.2.1]. Move the game turn marker 
one space along the turn track (remove the Flares 
counter on entering its space [26.2.2]) and begin the 
next turn.

4 . 1  E n d  o f  G a m e
The game ends when the game length conditions have been 
achieved, the victory conditions are met, all bombers have 
either exited or been destroyed, or all player nightfighters 
have been destroyed or exited the map. 

Victory is assessed on the scenario’s victory conditions. If 
these have been met, the player has won the game; otherwise 
he has lost. 

Some scenarios grade the level of victory based on how well 
the player did, with a decisive victory being better than a 
normal win. If the player has an opportunity to go for a 
decisive victory, he can continue playing after the normal win 
conditions have been met.

5 . 0  F O G  O F  W A R
The player cannot see where all his enemies are in the game. 
He must find them on the map by means such as visual 
searches (“tallying”), searchlights, search radar and AI radar. 
When he locates an enemy the umpire shows him where it is.

The umpire must be able to view both his map and the player’s 
map at all times. The umpire tracks the actual positions of 
all bombers and intruders on his map. These are kept secret 
from the player by placing the play aid screen so that it hides 
the umpire’s map from his view. The player should try not to 
peek and the umpire can declare that the player has lost if he 
believes the player has cheated.

Just as it is important for the player not to cheat by peeking, 
it is vital that the umpire give out honest information and not 
cheat the player. However, where the rules offer the umpire 
a choice of information to give out he does not have to make 
the best selection for the player. He can choose the option 
that is the least obvious or most confusing for the player. 

5 . 1  M a p  I n f o r m a t i o n
Maintain the following information on the umpire’s map:

(a) All attacker locations and facings. Use a 1/2” aircraft 
counter for each bomber or intruder.

(b) Defender locations and facings. Use a 1/2” generic “XX” 
ID counter for each nightfighter. It is recommended the 
umpire uses generic counters with tally numbers that 
match those of their counterparts on the player’s map.

(c) All tallies. Place a 1/2” tally marker on the affected 
aircraft [10.1].
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(d) All searchlight fixes. Place a 1/2” fix marker on the 
target aircraft [14.2.1].

(e)  Each hit scored on a bomber [11.0].

PLay NoTe: The generic “xx” counters are a memory aid for 
the umpire. If he wishes he can ignore the counters and track their 
positions on the player’s map by eye.

Maintain the following information on the player’s map:

(a) All defender fighter locations and facings. Use a 5/8” 
aircraft counter for each nightfighter.

(b) Radar search and sweep counters [13.1.1, 13.1.2]. Track 
counters [13.1.4].

(c) All fixed and tallied bombers. Use 5/8” AI radar fix or 
tally markers to mark the location and facing of these 
aircraft [10.1, 19.1.2].

(d) All searchlight searches and fixes. Use 5/8” searchlight 
markers [14.2.1].

(e) Each hit scored on a nightfighter [11.0].

The umpire and player must update their maps as 
circumstances change. For example, if an undetected bomber 
is fixed, the umpire must place a fix marker on the player’s 
map in the same hex that it appears on his map, and with the 
same facing.

6 . 0  A I R C R A F T  D A T A 
C H A R T S

The scenario specifies what types of aircraft are being used. 
Each aircraft type has an entry on the Aircraft Data Charts 
that lists the following values:

Type. The type of aircraft. This lists its model. Sometimes a 
type may represent more than one model. These have two 
model numbers separated by a slash.

exaMPLe: The Ju88G-1 / G-6 represents both the G-1 and G-6 
models.

MP. The number of movement points (MP) the aircraft has 
[7.2, 9.1]. Some aircraft list multiple MP numbers with an L 
or H suffix. Use the L values in scenarios at low altitude [21.1] 
and the H values in scenarios at high altitude [21.2].

Firepower (FP). A value used to modify aircraft attacks [11.0]. 

Bomber FP may only be used for defensive fire [17.4.2]. 

If a nightfighter FP shows two numbers divided by a slash the 
value after the slash is its defensive fire value [17.4.4].

If there is a number in a blue box, this is the value of any 
oblique guns the aircraft is equipped with [20.0]. Some 
aircraft are equipped with both regular and oblique guns.

AI Radar. The name, range, arc, minimum range modifier 
and band of any AI radar are listed [19.1].

Damage. The damage value of the aircraft [11.0].

View. (Nightfighters only) A tick indicates that the aircraft’s 
crew has a good view when trying to look for enemies [10.1.1].

Equipment. Any special equipment, capabilities or upgrades 
such as schräge Musik, are listed here, along with the date of 
introduction (in parentheses) [12.0].

Dates. Dates of entry into service and end of service. If only 
one date is listed, the aircraft was in service to the war’s end.

7 . 0  M O v I N G  B O M B E R S
In the Move Bombers Phase, the umpire moves all bombers on 
the umpire’s map. He also moves any tallied or fixed bomber 
markers on the player’s map. At the end of movement, the 
placement of tally and fix markers on the player’s map must 
match the corresponding bombers on the umpire’s map.

7 . 1  B o m b e r  F a c i n g
Bombers always set their facing so that they are moving 
directly down the hex column they occupy toward the exit 
edge of the map. Thus they always face a hex in that column 
that has a higher row number than the one they occupy. 
(EXCEPTION: Flare droppers [26.2.1])

exaMPLe: a bomber occupying hex 0712 must face 0713.

When a bomber moves on the map, it always enters the hex 
it is facing.

7 . 2  B o m b e r  M o v e m e n t
In the Move Bombers Phase the umpire must move each 
bomber a number of hexes equal to its MP value [6.0]. 
(EXCEPTION: MP may vary for the game turn of entry 
[8.2.1].) Because bombers face toward the exit edge of 
the map, they always move down their current hex column 
toward the exit edge.

exaMPLe: a bomber has an MP value of 3 and occupies hex 
0712. In the Move bombers Phase it moves three hexes: 0713 then 
0714 to finish its movement in 0715. The bomber cannot deviate 
from the 07xx hex column.

A bomber with an asterisk after its MP value is moved one 
extra MP on even-numbered game turns. As a reminder, these 
turns are marked on the game turn track with an asterisk.

exaMPLe: a bomber with an MP value of 2* moves two hexes 
on Turn 1, three on Turn 2, two on Turn 3, and so on.

7.2.1 order of MoVeMeNT
The umpire should move bombers closest to the exit edge 
first, before those that are further away. If there are two 
bombers equally close to the exit edge, the umpire chooses 
which to move first.

If playing an intruder scenario move intruders after all 
bombers have moved [27.2]. If there is more than one 
intruder on the map, the umpire can choose which to move 
first.

7.2.2 boMber exIT
Bombers continue to fly down the hex column until they reach 
the exit edge, in row XX27. The next MP they expend causes 
them to leave the map. The umpire removes the bomber 
counter from his own map and any tally or fix markers for it 
from the player’s map.
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8 . 0  E N T E R I N G  B O M B E R S
In the Enter Bombers Phase, the umpire places bombers on 
his map. The umpire may only place bombers that have not 
yet entered, otherwise skip this phase.

8 . 1  E n t r y  C h i t s
8.1.1 aTTaCker eNTry
The Attacker Entry section of the scenario [3.2] specifies 
when bombers arrive and how many (usually 1 or 3) may 
enter in a particular turn. The entry procedure is followed 
only on those turns that see bombers arrive on the board.

If one or more bombers enter that turn, the umpire draws the 
correct number of bomber counters randomly from the pool 
of unentered bombers. If there are no bombers left, the entry 
procedure is abandoned for the remainder of the game.

8.1.2 CHITs
There is a pool of 40 entry chits. Each chit has two sides: a 
red side and a yellow side. Before play the umpire secretly 
decides whether he is going to use the red side of the chits or 
the yellow side. Whichever side he chooses he must use for 
the entire game.

desIGN NoTe: The red and yellow sides bias the bomber stream 
to either side of the center of the map.

Each side of a chit contains three two-digit numbers listed 
vertically, thus:

should keep the fact that entry is delayed a secret from the 
player; he is encouraged to use delayed entry to confuse the 
player as to the presence and location of bombers.

8 . 2  B o m b e r  E n t r y
The umpire enters bombers in the lowest-numbered hex 
corresponding to the indicated hex column on the entry 
edge of the map (i.e. in a hex numbered XX01). These entry 
hexes are marked with large numbers corresponding to 
the columns. The bomber must face down the hex column 
toward the exit edge of the map, in the direction indicated by 
the arrow in the entry hex.

exaMPLe: If the chit indicates column 03, the bomber enters in 
hex 0301, facing toward hex 0302.

8.2.1 boMber MoVeMeNT oN THe TurN of eNTry
Entering bombers move as described in rule 7.2. It costs 1 MP 
to move the bomber into the entry hex. 

On the turn that a bomber enters, the umpire chooses how 
many MP it moves. A bomber may move any number of MP 
from one to its maximum. The umpire is encouraged to vary 
the number of MP moved on entry so as to confuse the player 
as to the location of newly-entered bombers.

Delayed entry may result in bombers trying to enter in the 
same hex. The umpire must avoid “stacking” bombers in the 
same hex by entering one bomber at least one hex behind 
the other.

9 . 0  M O v I N G  F I G H T E R S
In the Move Fighters Phase, the player must move all his 
nightfighters. (EXCEPTION: Fighters in the radio beacon 
box do not have to move [23.0].) Move nightfighters one at 
a time, completing each fighter’s movement before the next 
is moved. The player chooses the order in which they move.

9 . 1  M o v e m e n t  P o i n t s
Nightfighters have a number of movement points (or MP) 
equal to the MP value listed on the Aircraft Data Charts [6.0]. 
This is the maximum number of MP the aircraft may move in 
the Move Fighters Phase. 

The MP value may be increased by diving [18.0] or emergency 
evasion [27.3.1]. If a fighter has an asterisk after its MP value, 
then its maximum MP is increased by 1 on even-numbered 
game turns, just like bombers [7.2]. All MP increases are 
cumulative.

exaMPLe: a fighter with MP of 3* can move three hexes on 
Turn 1, four on Turn 2, three on Turn 3, and so on.

In the Move Fighters Phase the player can choose to move a 
nightfighter fewer MP than its maximum, but it must move at 
least 2 MP. (EXCEPTION: Me262s must move at least 5 MP.)

9 . 2  M o v i n g
Each MP allows the aircraft 
to move one hex on the map. 
When it expends a movement 
point, it moves into the adjacent 
hex it is facing.

ILLusTraTIoN: a fighter 
moves into the hex it is facing.

Each of these numbers ranges from 01 to 18 and corresponds 
to one of the hex columns on the map.

8.1.3 CHIT PuLLs
The umpire places all the entry chits into an opaque container, 
like a cup. On any turn in which some bombers appear, he 
draws one chit blindly from the cup, keeping it concealed 
from the player. The umpire reads the numbers on the side 
with the color that was secretly selected prior to the scenario 
start, and puts the chit, still concealed, aside.

exaMPLe: The umpire secretly chose red before play. Therefore 
he reads all results from the red side during the game, never the 
yellow side.

If only one bomber enters this turn, it enters on the hex 
column indicated by the topmost number of the pulled chit. 
If three bombers enter this turn, a bomber enters on each of 
the hex columns indicated by the chit.

The umpire keeps the pulled chits off to one side out of sight 
of the player. When all the chits in the cup have been used up, 
he returns them to the cup.

8.1.4 deLayed eNTry
If only one bomber is scheduled to enter on a turn the umpire 
may, after pulling its entry chit, choose to delay its entry for 
up to two game turns, to the following turn or the one after 
that. Put the bomber on the umpire’s map next to the entry 
hex indicated by the chit. It enters normally in that hex in 
the Enter Bombers Phase of whichever subsequent turn the 
umpire chooses. Delayed bombers may enter in the same turn 
as non-delayed bombers if the umpire wishes. The umpire 
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A nightfighter must face toward one of the six adjacent 
hexes. It can only change facing by turning. A nightfighter 
can choose to turn immediately after expending an MP (not 
before). Turn the aircraft 60 
degrees to the right or left (no 
more). It must execute the turn 
before expending another MP. 
Then it must expend another 
MP before turning again.

ILLusTraTIoN: a fighter moves 
and then turns 60 degrees left.

9.2.1 exITING THe MaP
It costs 1 MP for a fighter to exit the map from a map edge 
hex. A fighter that exits the map cannot re-enter the game.

1 0 . 0  B A S I C  T A L L y I N G
In the Tally Phase, the player checks to see if any bombers are 
tallied. Tally checks are voluntary. The player should roll only 
when he thinks he has a chance of success.

1 0 . 1  Ta l l y  R o l l
The player rolls a number of dice, depending on the visibility 
[3.3.2]: 1 die for poor visibility, 2 dice for moderate, 3 dice 
for good visibility. Add one more die if a half or full moon is 
present. He then calls out the numbers rolled, ignoring any 
duplicates.

exaMPLe: Visibility is Good and there is No Moon. The player 
rolls a 2, 2, 6. He calls out  “two” and “six”.

If any bombers whose tally numbers [2.2.1] match one of 
those called are within the visible range [3.3.2] of any non-
blinded [17.3.2] nightfighter, they are tallied.

exaMPLe: Two and six are called. Visibility is Good and bomber 
number 102 is within 1 hex of a nightfighter. It is tallied.

The umpire places tally markers in the correct 
hexes on the player’s map to mark each 
tallied bomber [5.1]. The player then chooses 
which bombers to maintain tallies on. Each 
nightfighter can maintain one tally and it must 
be against a target within visible range of that fighter. After 
choosing which bombers are tallied, all non-maintained tallies 
are dropped and their counters removed from the player’s 
map. The player is not required to maintain any tallies. Mark 
a tallied bomber on the umpire’s map with a tally marker.

10.1.1 boNus TaLLy dICe
If any portion of the map has illuminated cloud [3.3.3], roll 
an additional tally die. If any nightfighter on the map has a 
good view [6.0], add one more die. Keep these bonus dice 
aside from the other tally dice or use the different colored 
dice. The result of a bonus die only applies to targets in 
illuminated cloud hexes and/or that are within the visible 
range of fighters with a good view.

1 0 . 2  M a i n t a i n i n g  a  Ta l l y
Each nightfighter may maintain a tally on no more than 
one target at a time. If it has a tally it may not roll to tally a 
fixed target [15.1]. However, fighters may drop tallies at the 
beginning of the Tally Phase before the player makes any tally 
rolls, to free up the fighters to tally other targets.

The nightfighter maintains a tally on the bomber until the next 
Tally Phase. At the beginning of that phase, if the bomber is 
no longer within visible range [3.3.2] of the nightfighter, the 
tally is lost and the tally marker is removed from the player’s 
map; otherwise the tally is maintained.

Tallies are also lost if the target or the nightfighter corkscrews 
[17.4.3, 17.4.4].

1 1 . 0  B A S I C  C O M B A T
In the Combat Phase, nightfighters may attempt to attack 
bombers. A nightfighter may attack a bomber no more than 
once each game turn. To attack a bomber, the nightfighter 
must:

(a) Occupy the same hex as the bomber.

(b) Be facing in the same direction as the bomber.

(c) Have tallied the bomber.

If these prerequisites are met, the player announces the 
attack, rolls two dice, totals the result and adds the fighter’s 
firepower value. Then he consults the following table to 
determine the number of hits inflicted.

Dice Roll Hits Inflicted

9 or less 0

10 1

11 2

12 3

13 or more 4

The umpire marks the target bomber on his map with a hit 
counter to the value of the number of hits scored. When the 
number of accumulated hits equals the target’s damage value 
listed on the Aircraft Data Charts [6.0] the target is destroyed.

1 1 . 1  D e c o n f l i c t i o n
If a scenario special rule states that deconfliction is in effect, 
a nightfighter cannot attack if it is within 5 hexes of another 
friendly nightfighter.

YOU HAVE READ ENOUGH TO PLAY SCENARIO 1. THIS 
SCENARIO ILLUSTRATES THE DIFFICULTY OF EARLY-
WAR NIGHTFIGHTING. PLAYERS WISHING TO PLAY 
SOMETHING MORE COMPETITIVE ARE ADVISED TO 
READ SECTIONS [12] TO [18] AND TRY SCENARIO 3.

1 2 . 0  E q U I P M E N T
It is impossible to list all the equipment variations for aircraft 
in the war. The Aircraft Data Charts list some standard fits.

The Equipment section of the Aircraft Data Charts details the 
equipment for each aircraft type. Equipment includes the 
aircraft’s AI radar and the player may have the option to swap 
the listed AI radar for a new one. 

With the exception of AI radar, upgraded or experimental  
equipment always adds to the aircraft’s capabilities and does 
not replace another piece of equipment.

Where there is an “Std” prefix, the equipment was 
standard on that aircraft. It always possesses it.
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An “Upg” prefix indicates the equipment was an upgrade 
added to the aircraft later in the war. An upgrade to AI 
radar replaces the original radar.

An “Exp” prefix indicates experimental or rare equipment 
that was only available in small quantities. Fitting an 
experimental AI radar replaces the original radar.

Upgraded and experimental equipment is only available if 
the scenario specifies it, or the player and umpire agree to 
add it to the game. 

If schräge Musik is available as an upgrade, a die roll is required 
to equip an aircraft with it [20.1].

Dates are listed for historical reference. If a date is listed (in 
parentheses), the equipment is available from that date on.

1 3 . 0  R A D A R  S E A R C H
desIGN NoTe: early ground radars and the fighter control 
systems they reported to lacked precision at locating and tracking 
targets for night interception. often, the best they could achieve 
was to direct an interceptor to within a mile or so of its target.

The player may use searches by ground radars to locate 
enemy bombers.

1 3 . 1  R a d a r  S e a r c h  C o u n t e r s
The scenario will specify the number and type of radar search 
counters. The player draws out these counters, with the 
corresponding sweep counters, at the start of play and keeps 
them aside, ready for use [2.2.2]. For Flensburg and Naxos 
counters draw a sweep counter with a matching ID letter.

Each counter has a search value printed on it. In addition, 
each search counter has a contact side printed on its back.

13.1.1 radar searCH PHase
In the Radar Search Phase, the player may place the search 
counters, search side up, anywhere on his map. After all radar 
search counters are placed the umpire checks those locations 
on his map.

If a bomber is within a number of hexes of a radar search 
counter equal to its search value, the umpire declares that 
radar to have made a contact. The player flips that counter to 
its contact side. The umpire does not say how many aircraft 
are close to the counter, or exactly where the aircraft is; he 
only indicates that a bomber is within a radius equal to the 
counter’s search value.

The search value of search counters may be affected by 
jamming [24.5.1].

13.1.2 radar sweeP
If a radar search does not achieve a contact, the umpire 
places a radar sweep counter in the hex adjacent to the search 
counter that is closest to a bomber. If two or more adjacent 
hexes are closest to a bomber, the umpire chooses which 
to put the radar sweep counter in. If there are two or more 
bombers equally close to the search counter, the umpire 
chooses which one to use for placing the radar sweep counter.

exaMPLe: The umpire places the freya’s sweep counter in hex 
1017. He could have chosen hex 1118 (marked “a”), which is 
the same distance from the bomber. The würzburg is equally close 
to two bombers, but the umpire selects hex 1317 rather than hex 
1418 (marked “b”).   

If there are no bombers on the map when the search counter 
is placed, the umpire may choose any adjacent hex to put the 
sweep counter in. He does not have to let the player know 
there are no bombers on the map.

The placement of sweep counters may be affected by jamming 
[24.5.1].

13.1.3 CouNTer reMoVaL
Remove all radar search and sweep counters at the beginning 
of each Radar Search Phase. When this is done, the player 
places the search counters afresh on his map.

13.1.4 TraCk CouNTers
Track counters are provided as a memory aid for the player. 
When search and sweep counters are removed from the map, 
replace them with a track counter.

Place the track counter contact side up if replacing a contact 
search counter. Place the counter track side up, with the arrow 
pointing to the sweep counter’s hex position, if replacing a 
search and sweep combination. 

Track counters are purely for the player’s use to remember 
previous radar searches and can be placed on or removed 
from the map at any time. The different track counter shades 
can be used to distinguish between multiple radars.

 

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 2. THIS SCENARIO IS 
RATED AS “HARD” AND MAY PROVE TO BE A DIFFICULT 
CHALLENGE. 

exaMPLe: The freya has been placed within two hexes of both 
bombers (shown here, although the umpire keeps these hidden on 
his map), so is flipped to its contact side. However, neither bomber 
is within one hex of the würzburg, so it is not flipped.
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1 4 . 0  S E A R C H L I G H T S
Searchlights may be used to find and fix bombers.

1 4 . 1  S e a r c h l i g h t s  a n d  C l o u d
Searchlights only work when environmental conditions 
permit it. The presence of cloud prevents searchlights from 
working—no searches or fixes are allowed. However, if there 
is cloud, all hexes in active searchlight zones are treated as 
illuminated cloud, regardless of the moon phase [3.3.3].

1 4 . 2  S e a r c h l i g h t  Z o n e s
Each searchlight zone is a 4 x 6 box of hexes 
with an identifying letter. The scenario will list 
whether a zone is active by listing its ID letter. If 
not listed, that zone is inactive. The scenario will 
also state if the searchlights are radar-directed.

14.2.1 searCHLIGHT searCHes
If there are one or more bombers in an active searchlight zone 
in the Searchlight Phase, the umpire must place a searchlight 
marker on its search side on the player’s map in that zone to 
indicate a bomber is nearby and searchlights are hunting it. 
The umpire can place the marker anywhere in the zone; he 
does not have to indicate the hex the bomber occupies.

desIGN NoTe: The agitated motion of searchlights would 
indicate the presence of bombers to nightfighters.

Once all search markers are placed, the player rolls for each 
such marker placed on the map. The number of dice rolled 
depends on the visibility: 1 die for poor visibility, 2 dice 
for moderate and 3 dice for good visibility. Add one more 
die if a half or full moon is present. If the searchlights are 
radar-directed, or a hand-off is being attempted, use 4 dice 
regardless of the visibility or moon.

Roll the dice and call out the numbers. If any bomber in the 
searchlight zone has a tally number [2.2.1] that matches one 
of the called numbers, it may be fixed by the searchlights.

If two or more bombers in the zone have a tally 
number that matches the search roll, the one 
closest to a nightfighter is fixed. If there are 
two or more such bombers equidistant from the 
nearest nightfighter, the umpire may choose 
which to fix. The umpire flips the searchlight marker to its 
fixed side, with the bomber silhouette, and places it on the 
player’s map in the correct hex on its correct heading.

After placing a fix marker on the player’s map, the umpire 
can place a 1/2” searchlight fix marker on his own map to 
note the fixed aircraft [5.1].

Searchlight search markers are removed from the map at the 
end of the game turn.

14.2.2 searCHLIGHT fIx LIMIT
A searchlight zone can fix only one bomber at a time. If it 
already has a bomber fixed, it cannot attempt to fix another; 
the umpire does not place a search marker in that zone. 

14.2.3 LosING fIxes
Once fixed, a bomber retains the fix marker until it is lost.

Searchlight fixes are lost the moment a bomber corkscrews 
[17.4.3] or moves into a hex outside of that searchlight’s 
zone. However, see searchlight hand-offs [14.2.4].

14.2.4 searCHLIGHT HaNd-offs
desIGN NoTe: once a bomber was “coned” by searchlights, 
other batteries of lights would try to maintain illumination on it. 

If a fixed bomber moves from one active searchlight zone into 
another and that new zone does not currently have a fix, the 
fix can be “handed off” to the new zone. If the hand-off is 
successful, do not remove the fix marker on leaving the old 
zone.

The player decides whether or not to hand off the moment 
the fixed bomber moves into a new zone. To attempt a hand-
off, roll four dice in a searchlight search. If the target bomber 
has a tally number [2.2.1] that matches one of the rolled 
numbers, it is fixed in the new zone, otherwise the fix is lost.

After rolling for hand-off, the bomber completes its 
movement.

14.2.5 searCHLIGHT effeCTs oN TaLLyING
If a bomber is fixed by searchlights, nightfighters may tally 
that bomber using the second, larger, visible range value 
[3.3.2]. (EXCEPTION: Aircraft with altitude advantage 
cannot use this larger range value [18.0].)

1 4 . 3  F l a r e - I l l u m i n a t i o n
desIGN NoTe: The Luftwaffe used beleuchter, or sky marker 
aircraft, to illuminate the bomber stream with flares.

A scenario may specify a searchlight zone as being flare-
illuminated. Flare-illuminated zones are treated exactly like 
active searchlight zones, with the following changes: 

(1) Always place searchlight search markers in flare-
illuminated zones, even if no bombers are present.

(2) Roll 1 die for search, regardless of the visibility (add a 
second die if a half or full moon is present). If the zone 
contains active searchlights AND flare-illumination, add 
1 die to the searchlight roll instead.

(3) Flare-illumination does not allow or contribute to hand-
offs. Hand-offs require active searchlights.

(4) Bombers modify their response rolls if in a flare-
illuminated zone [17.4].

Flare-illumination works even when cloud is present. It does 
not create illuminated cloud. If cloud and active searchlights 
are also present, treat the zone as illuminated cloud [14.1] 
but roll just 1 die for the flare-illuminated search.

1 5 . 0  A D v A N C E D  T A L L y I N G
In addition to the tally roll [10.1], each nightfighter can roll 
separately to tally bombers fixed by AI radar or searchlights.

1 5 . 1  Ta l l y i n g  F i x e d  E n e m i e s
After rolling to tally all enemy aircraft [10.1], the player can 
roll to tally fixed enemies. Each non-blinded [17.3.2] night-
fighter may roll once each Tally Phase to tally a fixed target.

If the nightfighter has an AI radar fix, then it must attempt 
to tally the target of its fix. Otherwise it may only attempt to 
tally targets fixed by searchlights. Targets of tally rolls must 
be within visible range of the nightfighter [3.3.2]. The player 
specifies the target before rolling.

A fighter maintaining a tally cannot roll to tally a fixed target. 
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15.1.1 TaLLy roLL
To tally a fixed target, roll three dice. Before rolling modify 
the number of dice as follows:

 +2 if the nightfighter has an experte pilot [17.2]

 +1 if there is a half or full moon

 +1 if the target is fixed by AI radar AND searchlights

 ? the nightfighter’s AI radar minimum range modifier (do 
not apply if the target is fixed by searchlights) [19.1.3]

 -2 if the nightfighter has a green pilot [28.5]

Regardless of the number of negative modifiers, the player 
can always roll at least one die. Do NOT roll bonus tally dice 
[10.1.1] when tallying a fixed target.

The player rolls the dice and calls out the numbers. If the 
target’s tally number [2.2.1] matches one of the called 
numbers, it is tallied by that nightfighter. Place a tally marker 
on the player’s map and mark the tallied bomber on the 
umpire’s map.

1 6 . 0  A D v A N C E D  F O G  O F 
W A R

desIGN NoTe: The following rule simulates the difficulty of 
recovering an old fix.

If a searchlight fix, AI radar fix and/or tally on a non-
corkscrewing bomber is lost or not maintained, the umpire 
immediately displaces that bomber as if it had performed 
a corkscrew [17.4.3]. Only displace the bomber if no other 
fixes or tallies remain on it. Perform the displacement before 
any new searchlight search, tally roll or AI fix takes place.

A displacement that moves a bomber to a hex in a searchlight 
zone where it was previously fixed by searchlights does not 
restore that fix.

Intruders detected by tail warning radar [27.3] or that attack 
and cause a response [17.4.4] may displace at the umpire’s 
option at any point during the remainder of the turn.

If the umpire prefers, he does not have to roll for the hex the 
bomber displaces to, and can simply displace as he chooses.

1 7 . 0  A D v A N C E D  C O M B A T
The following are enhancements of the basic combat rules:

1 7 . 1  F i r e p o w e r
A nightfighter’s printed firepower value is treated as 0 if the 
target corkscrewed that game turn [17.4.3]. Do not reduce the 
firepower value of defensive fire from corkscrewing bombers.

Increase a fighter’s printed firepower by 2 if it has an experte 
pilot [17.2]. Reduce it by 1 if the fighter has a green pilot 
[28.5] and by 2 if in a poor attack position [28.4]. Firepower 
can be reduced to a negative value by these modifiers.

1 7 . 2  E x p e r t e n
desIGN NoTe: Less than a tenth of all nightfighter pilots did 
half the killing. This rule represents these exceptional hunters.

If a scenario lists a nightfighter as having an experte 
pilot, mark it with an experte counter. experten 
provide benefits and bonuses to that aircraft. 

experte pilots add two dice to all attempts to tally fixed aircraft 
[15.1.1], to jammed AI rolls [24.5.2] and to follow corkscrews 
[28.1]. They add 2 to the aircraft’s firepower value for all 
attacks [17.1] and they modify response rolls [17.4].

1 7 . 3  A i r c r a f t  D e s t r u c t i o n
If the player destroys an aircraft, roll one die and read off the 
result from the following table:

Die Roll Result

1 Avoidance

2 Flash

3, 4, 5 Follow down

6 No effect

The results are explained below.

17.3.1 aVoIdaNCe
If the result is Avoidance, the attacking nightfighter must 
avoid a collision with the stricken enemy. The player rolls a 
die and scatters the nightfighter into an adjacent hex (see 
diagram—note that the fighter faces away from the hex it 
scatters from).

A fighter that scatters off a map edge is considered to have 
exited the map [9.2.1]. A scattered fighter does not move in 
the next Move Fighters Phase, but stays where it is.

On a roll of 1 the fighter does not scatter. Instead, it collides 
with the bomber. The umpire rolls an attack on the nightfighter 
with a firepower value of 2 (no other modifiers apply) [11.0]. 
If no damage results the collision is considered a near miss. If 
the fighter survives the collision it moves normally in the next 
Move Fighters Phase.

Aircraft attacking with oblique guns [20.0] roll for scatter but 
ignore all results other than a 1 (i.e. they do not scatter but 
may collide). If a 1 is rolled, the oblique gun equipped fighter 
collides and is attacked with a firepower of 0 (zero). 

17.3.2 fLasH aNd foLLow dowN
If the result is Flash, an explosion temporarily blinds the 
nightfighter’s crew. The player rolls a die. The result is the 
number of game turns (starting with the next turn) during 
which the nightfighter is blinded.

While blinded, the fighter moves forward and may not turn. 
(The fighter may ignore these turn restrictions if it has a tail 
warning [27.3].) If the aircraft moves off an edge of the map, 
it exits the game [9.2.1]. While blinded the nightfighter may 
not tally, fix bombers with AI radar, or search with Flensburg, 
Naxos or Serrate [24.2.3, 24.3.2, 24.4].

If the result is Follow Down, the nightfighter is following a 
mortally wounded target to make sure it is destroyed. Treat 
this as a Flash result, but lasting for only one game turn.
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1 7 . 4  B o m b e r  R e s p o n s e
In the Combat Phase, if a nightfighter is in the same hex and 
has the same facing as a bomber, that bomber can respond. 
The umpire rolls for response after the fighter announces its 
attack (if any) but before the attack is resolved. Bombers can 
respond even if the nightfighter does not attack.

The umpire rolls one die and consults the table below to 
see if the bomber responds. Use the Normal column, unless 
the aircraft is equipped with Monica, Village Inn or Boozer 
warning systems [24.2.1, 24.2.2, 24.2.4], in which case use the 
Warning column. 

Add 2 to the roll if the bomber is alerted [17.4.1].

Die Roll Normal Warning

1-4 No Response No Response

5 No Response Response

6 or more Response Response

If the bomber responds, the umpire rolls a second die.

Die Roll Result

2 or less Corkscrew

3-4 Defensive Fire

5 or more No Response

Modify the second die roll as follows:

 +2  The nightfighter is attacking with oblique guns [20.0]

 +1  The nightfighter has an experte pilot [17.2]

 +1 The nightfighter is not attacking in this phase

 -1 The nightfighter has a green pilot [28.5]

 -1 The attack takes place in a flare-illuminated zone [14.3] 
and/or the moon is full

17.4.1 aLerTed boMbers
If a bomber rolls a corkscrew/defensive fire result OR if the 
nightfighter attacks, the bomber is alerted for the remainder 
of the game. Mark it with an alert marker after the attack or 
response has been resolved. Alerted bombers add a modifier 
to their response roll. 

If a bomber rolls a ‘No Response’ result before an attack, after 
that attack has been resolved it rolls for response again (a 
newly alerted bomber can now apply the alert modifier to the 
roll). Bombers destroyed by an attack cannot respond.

17.4.2 defeNsIVe fIre
If the response is defensive fire, the bomber may shoot at 
the nightfighter. The umpire rolls this attack like a normal 
combat [11.0], modifying the roll by the bomber’s firepower. 
If hits are scored, mark the nightfighter with a hit marker. If 
the nightfighter is destroyed, remove it from the map.

If triggered by a response roll just prior to an attack, the 
defensive fire is resolved before the nightfighter rolls its 
attack. If any hit is scored on the nightfighter, it breaks off its 
attack and cannot attack that phase.

Reduce a bomber’s firepower by 1 when shooting at aircraft 
making an attack with oblique guns [20.0]. Increase firepower 
by 1 if equipped with Village Inn [24.2.2]. experte or green 
pilot modifiers are never applied to defensive fire [17.4.4].

17.4.3 CorksCrews
desIGN NoTe: The corkscrew was an evasive maneuver.

If the response is to corkscrew, the bomber first shoots at the 
nightfighter with defensive fire [17.4.2]. After resolving the 
defensive fire the umpire then secretly rolls a die and consults 
the following table:

Die Roll Result

1-2 Corkscrew Left

3-4 Corkscrew Center

5-6 Corkscrew Right

Depending on the result, the bomber displaces into the left 
or right rear hexes (see diagram below) or stays in its current 
hex if it rolls a Corkscrew Center. If a result of Corkscrew Left 
or Right would displace the bomber off the edge of the map, 
or would displace it into another bomber’s hex, treat it as a 
Corkscrew Center.

The nightfighter 
immediately loses 
any tally and/or 
AI radar fix on the 
bomber, and so does 
not see which hex 
the bomber displaces 
to. Searchlight fixes 
are also lost. 

If the nightfighter had a tally on the bomber just prior to the 
corkscrew, the player may, at his option, try to have it follow the 
corkscrewing bomber. Do this by displacing the nightfighter 
into one of the three potential corkscrew destination hexes, 
as if it were a corkscrewing bomber.

If the nightfighter displaces into the same hex as the 
corkscrewing bomber, it regains its tally (and AI radar fix, if 
any) on the bomber and may make an attack (unless it has 
already attacked, in which case there is no second attack); 
otherwise there is no further effect and the nightfighter has 
lost the bomber. (EXCEPTION: The nightfighter may not 
attack after following a corkscrewing bomber if attacking with 
oblique guns [20.0].) Treat nightfighters as having a printed 
firepower of 0 when attacking corkscrewing bombers.

17.4.4 resPoNse IN INTruder sCeNarIos
In intruder scenarios [27.0] both nightfighters and intruders 
respond to attacks as if they were bombers. Roll on the Normal 
column unless the fighter or intruder has tail warning radar, 
in which case it rolls on the Warning column [27.3].

Nightfighters and intruder fighters are eligible for the alert 
bonus, exactly like bombers. They can shoot with defensive 
fire, but only if they have a defensive fire value [6.0]. experte 
or green pilot modifiers are never applied to defensive fire by 
nightfighters.

Intruders roll for corkscrews like bombers. Nightfighters can 
corkscrew, though intruders cannot follow them. The player 
does not roll for corkscrewing but chooses which hex to 
displace to. A fighter that corkscrews loses any tally or radar 
fix it has. For the remainder of that game turn it cannot tally, 
fix bombers with AI radar, or search with Flensburg, Naxos or 
Serrate [24.2.3, 24.3.2, 24.4].
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1 8 . 0  A LT I T U D E  A D vA N TA G E
desIGN NoTe: some nightfighters could only catch fast bombers 
if they began the chase above them and converted height into speed.

A scenario may declare that nightfighters begin with an 
altitude advantage. In the Move Fighters Phase, the player 
may announce that an aircraft with altitude advantage is 
diving. Its MP value is increased by one for that turn only and 
the fighter must move its maximum number of MP.

During play each nightfighter may only dive three 
times in total. After the third dive it has used up its 
altitude advantage. In any Move Fighters Phase that 
it dives the player may announce the nightfighter 
is using up all its remaining altitude advantage, after which it 
may not dive again. It still only gains one MP even if using two 
or more dives. Markers are provided to track the number of 
dives a fighter has remaining.

A nightfighter cannot attack if it has any altitude advantage 
remaining. A fighter may not attack with oblique guns in the 
same turn that it dives [20.0].

A nightfighter with altitude advantage remaining may NOT 
use the second, larger, value of the visible range to tally 
bombers fixed by searchlights or flares [14.2.5, 14.3]. They 
only use the first value.

desIGN NoTe: aircraft substantially above an illuminated 
bomber could not see its lit underside.

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 3.

1 9 . 0  A I  R A D A R
Nightfighters with AI radar may fix enemy aircraft. 

1 9 . 1  A I  R a d a r  I n t r o d u c t i o n
The Aircraft Data Charts [6.0] list whether an aircraft is 
equipped with AI radar. The name of the radar is listed before 
the radar values.

desIGN NoTe: In some cases, the most common variant of 
radar is listed. for example, a Lichtenstein bC can also represent 
the functionally identical Lichtenstein C-1 radar.

Radars have values listed in order: 

Range. The range value is the maximum distance in hexes 
that the radar can fix a bomber target.

Arc. The arc describes the pattern of hexes in front of the 
nightfighter in which targets can be fixed [19.1.1].

Minimum Range Modifier. This value, listed (in parentheses), 
modifies tally rolls against fixed enemies. Only apply this 
modifier if the target is not fixed by searchlights [19.1.3].

Band. This lists the frequency band of the radar. Some bands 
are affected by low altitude or jamming. 

¶. This symbol indicates the radar is jam-resistant [24.5.2].

exaMPLe: a radar listed as 2 Narrow (0) L-band has a 2 hex 
range, Narrow arc, no tally modifier and operates in the L-band.

desIGN NoTe: The bands are wartime designations and 
indicate the wavelength of the radar. In order from lowest to 
highest frequency the bands are: P, L, s, x.

ILLusTraTIoN: These radar arcs each have a range of 2. The 
arc includes the hex the nightfighter occupies.

19.1.2 aI fIxes
In the AI Search Phase, if a bomber is in the arc 
and range of an AI radar-equipped nightfighter, 
that fighter has fixed the bomber. Place an AI fix 
marker on the player’s map [5.1]. 

If multiple bombers are in the arc and range 
of the nightfighter, the closest one is fixed. If two or more 
bombers are equally close, the umpire chooses which to fix.

A bomber fixed by AI radar remains fixed by that aircraft until 
the next AI Search Phase, even if it moves out of the radar’s 
arc. If it is no longer in the range and arc of the nightfighter 
at the beginning of the next AI Search Phase OR there is a 
closer bomber (see above), the fix is lost. Unless the bomber 
is tallied or is fixed by searchlights, the umpire removes it 
from the player’s map.

An AI radar fix is also lost the moment the bomber or 
nightfighter corkscrews [17.4.3, 17.4.4]. Blinded or evading 
fighters cannot fix bombers [17.3.2, 27.3.1]

Jammed AI radars must roll to obtain fixes [24.5.2].

19.1.3 MINIMuM raNGe ModIfIer
desIGN NoTe: all aI radars had a minimum range within 
which a target would disappear from the scope. This along with 
other effects, such as poor alignment or high rates of overtake, 
combined to make visual contact difficult.

AI radars have a minimum range modifier listed (in 
parentheses). If a nightfighter attempts to tally a target it 
has fixed, modify the total number of tally dice by this value 
[15.1.1]. Apply the modifier even if the target is not in the 
same hex as the nightfighter. Do not apply the modifier if the 
target is fixed by searchlights (even if it is a positive value). 

exaMPLe: a radar listed as 2 Hemi (-2) L-band reduces the 
number of tally dice from 3 to 1 before further modification.

19.1.1 aI radar arCs
The arc is listed as Narrow (the hexes directly in front of the 
aircraft), Wide (a 120-degree arc in front of the aircraft) or 
Hemi (a 180-degree hemisphere in front of the aircraft).
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The minimum range modifier is modified by an additional -1 
for each of the following effects:

 -1 if the nightfighter is at low altitude [21.1] (modifier does 
not apply to X-band radar)

 -1 if the nightfighter is not facing in the same direction as its 
fixed target

 -1 if the nightfighter turned at all during the just-completed 
Move Fighters Phase

 -1 if the nightfighter moved 2 or more MP more than its 
target this game turn

exaMPLe: If a bomber moved 2 MP and a fighter moved 4 MP 
and turned during movement, apply a -2 modifier.

2 0 . 0  O B L I q U E  G U N S
desIGN NoTe: The development of upward-firing guns made it 
possible to attack bombers from their blind spot beneath.

An aircraft equipped with oblique guns may choose to attack 
with its oblique gun firepower value listed in a blue box rather 
than its regular value. The decision to attack with oblique guns 
is made when the attack is announced, before the bomber 
makes its response roll.

Attacks with oblique guns apply a modifier to the bomber’s 
response roll [17.4]. However, if the bomber corkscrews the 
nightfighter cannot attack in that phase [17.4.3]. There is no 
scatter due to avoidance after combat but collision is possible 
[17.3.1].

Defensive firepower against an aircraft attacking with oblique 
guns is reduced by one [17.4.2].

A nightfighter may not attack with oblique guns in the same 
turn that it uses altitude advantage to dive [18.0]. 

2 0 . 1  S c h r ä g e  M u s i k
desIGN NoTe: The Germans pioneered the use of oblique guns, 
giving them the codename “schräge Musik”. Most Luftwaffe 
aircraft were field-modified and nightfighter units would fly a 
mixture of aircraft, with and without the system.

schräge Musik represents an oblique gun installation. If 
a nightfighter type is listed as having schräge Musik as an 
upgrade [12.0], roll one die for each such aircraft used in 
a scenario. On a 1-3 it is equipped with schräge Musik; on a 
4-6 it is not. If equipped, flip the fighter’s counter over to its 
schräge Musik side, with the blue musical note. Aircraft listed 
as having schräge Musik as standard equipment always have 
the system. No roll is necessary.

2 1 . 0  H I G H  A N D  L O W 
A L T I T U D E S

Some scenarios may take place at extreme altitudes—very low 
or very high.

2 1 . 1  L o w  A l t i t u d e  O p e r a t i o n s
desIGN NoTe: altitudes below 5,000 feet were the realm of the 
low-level raider, the torpedo bomber and the minelayer. at these 
altitudes ground returns reduced radar effectiveness.

If a scenario takes place at low altitude, the following rules 
are in effect:

Some aircraft use the MP value with an L suffix at low altitude. 
See the Aircraft Data Charts for more details [6.0].

AI radars have their minimum range modifier increased by -1 
at low altitude [19.1.3]. (EXCEPTION: X-band radars do not 
suffer this extra penalty.)

P-band and L-band AI radars have their range reduced to 
0 hexes; they may only fix targets in the same hex. Radars 
marked as being S-band have their range halved (round 
fractions down). The ranges of X-band radars are unaffected 
by low altitude operation.

2 1 . 2  H i g h  A l t i t u d e  O p e r a t i o n s
If a scenario specifies that it takes place at high altitude, the 
following rules are in effect:

Some aircraft use the MP value with an H suffix at high 
altitude. See the Aircraft Data Charts for more details [6.0].

Searchlights may search for aircraft at high altitude but cannot 
fix them. Place search markers in active zones containing 
bombers, but do not roll for the search [14.2.1].

21.2.1 CoNTraILs
desIGN NoTe: on rare occasions contrails, formed from ice 
left in the wake of high-flying aircraft, could lead nightfighters 
to bombers.

If a scenario is at high altitude and the special rules state that 
contrails are in effect, then the umpire must tell the player in 
the Tally Phase  that a nightfighter has encountered a contrail 
if it occupies the same hex column as a bomber on the map 
AND is between the bomber and the entry edge.

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 4.

2 2 . 0  F L A K
desIGN NoTe: at night, anti-aircraft guns (or “flak”) were as 
much a threat to friend as foe.  we do not track flak results against 
bombers, because the game is about nightfighters, not flak.

If the scenario states that flak is present, then all active 
searchlight zones contain flak.

If any nightfighters occupy a searchlight zone where flak is 
present, the umpire rolls two dice in the Flak Phase (roll 
once, NOT for each searchlight zone). On a roll of “double 
six,” flak may damage one or more nightfighters.

Roll four dice and call out the numbers. If any nightfighter 
in an active searchlight zone has a tally number that matches 
one of the called numbers, it takes one hit of damage. If that 
tally number is rolled more than once, the nightfighter takes 
as many hits as the number of times its number is rolled.

Bombers are unaffected by flak.

exaMPLe: fighter 204 occupies a flak searchlight zone in the 
flak Phase. a double six is rolled, so four dice are rolled and the 
numbers 1, 2, 4, 4 are called out. The fighter takes two hits.

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 5.
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2 3 . 0  R A D I O  B E A C O N  B O x
desIGN NoTe: from radio beacons close to the bomber stream 
orbiting nightfighters could be directed to intercept the stream.

Any number of nightfighters may begin play in the radio 
beacon box. They may move out of the box in the Move 
Fighters Phase and enter any hex adjacent to the box at a cost 
of 1 MP, with any facing the player desires.

No more than one nightfighter may leave the radio beacon 
box in any Move Fighters Phase. A nightfighter may not leave 
the box if another fighter left it in the previous game turn. 
Fighters may not re-enter the box during play.

2 4 . 0  A D v A N C E D 
E L E C T R O N I C S

The following rules cover specialized electronic equipment 
carried by bombers and nightfighters. Note that some systems 
can detect equipment in enemy aircraft. The player or umpire 
cannot “turn off” such equipment to avoid detection.

2 4 . 1  S p e c i a l  A I  R a d a r
24.1.1 LICHTeNsTeIN sN-2

desIGN NoTe: fuG 220 Lichtenstein sN-2 aI radar sets were 
rushed into German service in response to jamming.

Lichtenstein SN-2 equipment is an upgrade option on some 
aircraft. When upgrading to SN-2, use the radar values listed 
at the foot of the German Aircraft Data Chart. 

There are two versions of the SN-2 in the game: the SN-2b 
and the SN-2c. SN-2b radars were historically used from 
September 1943 and were gradually replaced after April 1944. 
SN-2c radars were historically used from May 1944 onward. 

SN-2c radars do not improve the response of aircraft equipped 
with Boozer [24.2.4]. 

24.1.2 berLIN aNd breMeN radars
desIGN NoTe: German s-band aI radars, housed in drag-
efficient radomes, arrived too late to see operational service. 

Players and umpires who wish to experiment with the 
Berlin N1A and Bremen 0 radars can use the values listed at 
the foot of the German Aircraft Data Chart.

A Ju88G-6 equipped with these radars increases its MP to 4*.

2 4 . 2  W a r n i n g  D e v i c e s
24.2.1 MoNICa

desIGN NoTe: Monica was a bomber tail warning radar. It 
was prone to giving false warnings and so the radar was often 
ignored. Monica was withdrawn in september 1944 when it was 
discovered that the Germans were homing in on it.

A bomber equipped with Monica uses the Warning column of 
the Bomber Response table [17.4].

24.2.2 VILLaGe INN
desIGN NoTe: The Village Inn system used a radar to direct a 
bomber’s rear guns. The system never reached widespread service.

If a bomber is equipped with Village Inn, increase its firepower 
by one. The bomber uses the Warning column of the Bomber 
Response table [17.4].

24.2.3 fLeNsburG
desIGN NoTe: The fuG 227 flensburg-Halbe was a homing 
device that could identify the bearing to raf bombers equipped 
with tail warning radars.

For each nightfighter equipped with Flensburg the player 
receives a Flensburg radar search counter and an associated 
sweep counter. In the Radar Search Phase the player places 
the search counter on the map as in a regular radar search 
[13.1.1], except that it must be within the Wide radar arc of 
the Flensburg-equipped fighter. It can be placed any distance 
away from the nightfighter. The fighter cannot search with 
Flensburg if it has an AI radar fix on a bomber [19.1.2], is 
blinded [17.3.2], is evading [27.3.1] or has corkscrewed this 
turn [17.4.4].

The umpire calls a contact only if there is a Monica- or Village 
Inn-equipped bomber within the range of the Flensburg 
radar search counter. If there is no contact, the umpire places 
the sweep counter adjacent to the search counter in the hex 
nearest a Monica- or Village Inn-equipped bomber in the 
Wide arc. If there is no such bomber, the umpire may choose 
any adjacent hex to put the sweep counter in.

24.2.4 boozer
desIGN NoTe: Introduced at the same time as Monica, boozer 
detected when the aircraft was being monitored by Lichtenstein and 
würzburg radars. Like Monica, it was prone to false warnings.

Bombers equipped with Boozer use the Warning column of 
the Bomber Response table[17.4], but only when responding 
to nightfighters with a Lichtenstein BC or Lichtenstein SN-2b 
radar (but NOT SN-2c).

2 4 . 3  N a v i g a t i o n  R a d a r s
24.3.1 H2s

desIGN NoTe: The raf used the H2s navigation radar to 
help find and accurately bomb targets.

If a scenario states that the attacker force is 
equipped with H2S, all bombers with a tally number 
of 6 have H2S. (Their counters are marked “H2S” 
as a reminder.) Nightfighters equipped with Naxos 
may home in on bombers equipped with H2S [24.3.2].

24.3.2 Naxos
desIGN NoTe: The fuG 350z Naxos z was a device that gave 
a bearing to raf bombers equipped with H2s. It was primarily 
used to guide fighters to the location of the bomber stream.

For each nightfighter equipped with Naxos the player 
receives a Naxos radar search counter and a sweep counter. In 
the Radar Search Phase the player places the search counter 
anywhere on the map like in a regular radar search [13.1.1]. 
The fighter cannot search with Naxos if it has an AI radar fix 
on a bomber [19.1.2], is blinded [17.3.2], is evading [27.3.1] 
or has corkscrewed this turn [17.4.4].

The umpire calls a contact only if there is an H2S-equipped 
bomber within the range of the Naxos radar search counter. 
If there is no contact, the umpire places the sweep counter 
adjacent to the search counter in the hex nearest an H2S-
equipped bomber. If there is no such bomber on the map, 
the umpire may choose any adjacent hex to put the sweep 
counter in.
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2 4 . 4  S e r r a t e
desIGN NoTe: serrate was fitted to raf nightfighters and 
could home in on the aI radars of Luftwaffe nightfighters. Late 
in the war serrate was paired with Perfectos, a passive homing 
system that gave bearings on enemy Identification friend or foe 
(Iff) transmitters. The serrate rule models both these systems.

For each nightfighter equipped with Serrate the player 
receives a Serrate radar search counter and an associated 
sweep counter. In the Radar Search Phase the player places 
the search counter on the map as in a regular radar search 
[13.1.1], except that it must be within the Wide radar arc of 
the Serrate-equipped fighter. It can be placed any distance 
away from the nightfighter. The fighter cannot search with 
Serrate if it is blinded [17.3.2], is evading [27.3.1] or has 
corkscrewed this turn [17.4.4]. It can search with Serrate even 
if it has an AI fix.

The umpire calls a contact only if there is an AI radar-
equipped German nightfighter within the range of the Serrate 
radar search counter. If there is no contact, the umpire places 
the sweep counter adjacent to the search counter in the hex 
nearest an AI radar-equipped German nightfighter in the 
Wide arc. If there is no such aircraft, the umpire may choose 
any adjacent hex to put the sweep counter in.

2 4 . 5  J a m m i n g
desIGN NoTe: “Noise” jamming and countermeasures such as 
“window” could neutralize the function of radars, making them 
almost useless.

If jamming is in effect, the scenario will state which systems 
are jammed. Search radar, AI radar and searchlight radar 
direction may all be jammed. If AI radar is jammed, the 
scenario will specify which bands are jammed [19.1]. It is 
possible that some systems may be jammed in a scenario and 
others not. Jamming effects differ for each system.

24.5.1 JaMMed searCH radar
The scenario will specify whether jamming is heavy or light.

A lightly-jammed search radar cannot place radar sweep 
counters. A heavily-jammed search radar cannot place sweep 
counters AND has a search value of 4 in place of its printed 
value. 

In addition, heavily-jammed GCI radars do not indicate same-
hex placement [25.1.1].

desIGN NoTe: Light jamming represents poor jamming 
coverage or the ability of skilled operators to retune their radars to 
a less-jammed frequency.

24.5.2 JaMMed aI radar
The scenario will specify whether jamming is heavy or light. It 
will also specify which AI radar bands are jammed (i.e. P-, L-, 
S- or X-band, or a combination of two or more of these). Only 
AI radars corresponding to the bands listed by the scenario 
are affected by jamming. 

If a nightfighter’s AI radar is jammed, the umpire does not 
automatically mark AI radar fixes [19.1.2] in the AI Search 
Phase. Instead, the player must roll for them.

PLay NoTe: To save time, the player can choose not to roll if he 
thinks it unlikely the radar will achieve a fix on anything.

For each nightfighter with a heavily jammed AI radar, roll one 
die and call out the number on it. If lightly jammed roll three 
dice instead. 

Add to the number of rolled dice as follows:

Add two dice if the pilot is an experte [17.2].

Add three dice if the radar is marked with a ¶ symbol.

desIGN NoTe: aI radars with a ¶ symbol have improved 
resistance to jamming.

If any bomber in the AI radar’s arc and range has a tally 
number that matches one of the called numbers, it is fixed 
by the radar. If two or more bombers have a tally number that 
matches, the closest one is fixed as per rule 19.1.2.

A bomber fixed by a jammed AI radar remains fixed by that 
aircraft until the next AI Search Phase. The player must 
successfully roll for a fix again or lose the fix.

Intruder AI radars are unaffected by jamming [27.2.3].

24.5.3 JaMMed searCHLIGHT radar dIreCTIoN
If searchlight radar is jammed, radar direction is not in effect. 
Instead searchlight searches use the number of dice indicated 
by the visibility and moon [14.2.1]. 

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIOS 6 AND 7.

2 5 . 0  G R O U N D  C O N T R O L 
I N T E R C E P T

desIGN NoTe: Ground Control Intercept (GCI) radars used a 
revolutionary Plan Position Indicator (PPI) display to give the 
operator a map-like view of the battle. working from the PPI, the 
operator could direct nightfighters more precisely than before.

GCI is a form of search radar [13.0]. Use the radar search 
rules but with the following additions.

2 5 . 1  G C I  S e a r c h
In scenarios where the player is using GCI, if the search 
counter does not achieve a contact, the umpire places the 
sweep counter so that it is within one hex of the nearest 
bomber. If there is a choice of nearest bomber, the umpire 
chooses which he places the sweep counter near. 

Place the sweep counter in the bomber’s hex or in any hex 
adjacent to the bomber.

PLay NoTe: The umpire is encouraged to place the sweep 
counter in a way that might deceive the player as to the bomber’s 
exact whereabouts.

If there is no bomber on the map when the search counter is 
placed, do not place a sweep counter.

25.1.1 saMe-Hex GCI CoNTaCT
If the player places the GCI search counter in the same hex as 
a bomber, the umpire announces this to the player and marks 
this on the map by placing the radar sweep counter on top of 
the search counter.
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2 5 . 2  M E W
desIGN NoTe: The need to counter low-level raiders led to 
the development of short wavelength GCI radar. The resulting 
aN/CPs-1 Microwave early warning (Mew) could direct 
interceptions against five targets at once. only a handful of these 
behemoths were built, but they soon proved themselves in combat 
in europe and the Pacific.

A MEW radar has a search counter and five sweep counters 
and may never be jammed.

25.2.1 Mew No CoNTaCT 
If the MEW search counter does not achieve a contact, the 
umpire places the sweep counter so that it is within one hex 
of the nearest bomber. If there is a choice of nearest bomber, 
the umpire chooses which he places the sweep counter near. 

Place the sweep counter in the bomber’s hex or in any hex 
adjacent to the bomber.

After placing the sweep counter, the umpire similarly places 
another sweep counter in or adjacent to the hex of the next 
nearest bomber and then another for the next nearest, until 
up to five MEW sweep counters have been placed. 

If there are fewer than five bombers on the map, only place 
sweep counters equal to the number of bombers present. 
(Place no sweep counters if there are no bombers present.)

25.2.2 Mew CoNTaCT
If MEW achieves a contact, the umpire places a radar sweep 
counter in the hex occupied by the bomber. If more than one 
bomber is contacted, place a sweep counter in the same hex 
as each bomber. 

After placing sweep counters for contacts, the umpire places 
any remaining sweep counters on or adjacent to non-contacted 
bombers as in rule 25.2.1, until all five sweep counters have 
been placed.

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 8.

2 6 . 0  N A v A L  A C T I O N S
The following rules deal with nightfighting at sea. All scenarios 
that depict naval actions take place at low altitude [21.1].

2 6 . 1  Ta s k  F o r c e s
desIGN NoTe: Task forces are groups of ships sailing in close 
formation to protect important vessels, such as carriers. Task 
forces are armed with radar-fuzed shells and can put up deadly 
barrages of fire.

Scenarios may designate the placement of a Task 
Force counter in searchlight zone N. That zone 
is now the task force box and is considered to 
contain a number of ships of a naval task force. 
There are no searchlights in the task force box. 
However, flak is present in the box [22.0] and if a double six 
is rolled in the Flak Phase, roll eight dice instead of four to 
determine hits.

2 6 . 2  F l a r e  D r o p p e r s
desIGN NoTe: actions at night often required aircraft to loiter 
around the rear of a fleet and drop flares to silhouette ships for 
low-level torpedo attacks.

Flare droppers are specified by the scenario and are a special 
kind of bomber. A flare dropper’s task is to fly into the task 
force box and drop flares.

26.2.1 fLare droPPer eNTry aNd MoVeMeNT
When a flare dropper enters, it does not appear in an entry 
hex and move along a hex column. Instead, it enters in a flare 
dropper entry hex, facing in the direction of the arrow in the 
hex.

Flare dropper entry hexes are numbered 01 to 18 just like 
regular entry hexes. Pick an entry chit and read the topmost 
digit to determine the entry hex. Just like regular bombers, 
flare droppers can have their MP reduced or entry delayed 
[8.1.4, 8.2.1].

The flare dropper enters the map in the indicated hex, facing 
in the direction of the hex’s arrow. Flare droppers ignore 
the rules on bomber facing and movement that command 
bombers to move down a hex column [7.1, 7.2]. Instead they 
must follow the grain of hexes indicated by the arrow.

Flare droppers will move at an angle across the width of the 
map and will exit when they move off the far edge of the map. 
In all other respects they are treated like bombers, except 
that their direction of movement follows the hex grain rather 
than the hex columns, even when displaced by corkscrewing 
[17.4.3].

26.2.2 droPPING fLares
Each turn a flare dropper ends its movement 
in the task force box, place the Flares counter 
three turns ahead of the current turn on the 
game turn track. If the Flares counter is already 
on the track and it is less than three turns away, 
move it until it is three turns ahead.

exaMPLe: It is Turn 6 and the flares counter is in the Turn 8 
space. The flare dropper that placed the counter during the last 
turn finishes movement again in the task force box. Move the 
flares counter to the game Turn 9 space.

While the Flares counter is on the game turn track, the task 
force is considered illuminated until the game turn marker 
reaches the Flares counter’s space, at which point it is removed 
and the task force is no longer illuminated.

2 6 . 3  To r p e d o  B o m b e r s
desIGN NoTe: The primary weapon of the naval air attacker 
was the torpedo. Torpedoes required the bombers to fly low and at 
speeds suitable for launching their weapons.

All non-flare dropper bombers are carrying torpedoes. Until 
they make an attack, torpedo bombers must move 2 MP, even 
if their normal MP is greater than this.

Torpedo bombers are considered to launch their torpedoes 
if they finish their movement in the task force box. On 
subsequent turns of movement, they move their full MP.
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26.3.1 eNTerING TorPedo boMbers
Torpedo bombers appear on the entry edge like normal 
bombers. However, they may only appear in hex columns 
07XX to 12XX.

When drawing an entry chit [8.1.3] for a torpedo bomber, 
if the first number is between 07 and 12 (inclusive), use that 
hex column. If not, then check the number beneath and use 
that instead if it is between 07 and 12 (inclusive). If that still 
does not give a hex column in the desired range then go to 
the third number.

If none of the numbers are between 07 and 12 (inclusive), 
then discard the chit and pick a new one, repeating the 
process until a suitable hex column is found. Keep picking 
chits as necessary until an eligible hex column is indicated.

26.3.2 MoVING TorPedo boMbers
Torpedo bombers move as normal. However, they treat the 
07XX and 12XX columns as the edge of the map for the 
purposes of the corkscrew rules [17.4.3].

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 9.

2 7 . 0  I N T R U D E R S
desIGN NoTe: These rules represent the threat that serrate and 
Perfectos-equipped raf beaufighters and Mosquitos presented to 
the German nightfighters.

If a scenario specifies intruders, the umpire adds a number 
of 1/2” attacker nightfighter (termed “intruder”) counters to 
the bomber counter mix.

2 7 . 1  P i c k i n g  I n t r u d e r s
The umpire mixes in the intruders with the bomber counters. 
When he picks bombers to enter in the Enter Bombers Phase, 
he selects randomly from the pool of bomber and intruder 
counters. If two or more intruders are picked, keep one and 
put the remainder back, replacing them with bombers.

If an intruder nightfighter is picked to enter, it must enter on 
the topmost hex column indicated by the entry chit [8.1.3].

2 7 . 2  I n t r u d e r  B e h a v i o r
Intruders move in the Move Bombers Phase. They are moved 
after all bombers have moved [7.2.1]. 

In the Move Bombers Phase, the umpire can perform a 
number of actions with the intruders, such as AI fixes, tallying 
and combat, that normally occur in other phases.

Intruder behavior depends on whether, at the start of the 
phase, the intruder:

(a) has a defender nightfighter in its Wide arc, at any 
distance (in which case use Serrate behavior) OR,

(b) obtains an AI radar fix on a defender nightfighter (in 
which case use Pursuit behavior).

If both apply, Pursuit behavior takes precedence over Serrate 
behavior. 

If not governed by Serrate or Pursuit behavior, the intruder 
moves down the hex column toward the exit edge of the map 
as if it were a bomber. If the intruder begins movement not 

facing down a hex column, the umpire should move it so 
that it faces the exit edge using as few turns as possible. An 
intruder that exits the map is removed from the game.

27.2.1 INTruder MoVeMeNT
Intruders move their maximum MP or one less than the 
maximum, at the umpire’s choice. (EXCEPTION: They stop 
moving on entering a target nightfighter’s hex [27.2.4], 
regardless of how many MP are remaining.) 

The umpire must try to prevent the intruder ending the Move 
Bombers Phase in the same hex as a bomber (even if using 
Pursuit behavior).

desIGN NoTe: This rule means that an intruder will not chase 
a nightfighter into a hex that also contains a bomber.

27.2.2 serraTe beHaVIor
If at the start of the Move Bombers Phase a defender 
nightfighter is in the intruder’s Wide arc (at any distance) 
AND the intruder is facing down a hex column towards 
the exit edge of the map, it moves according to Serrate 
behavior. The intruder’s movement depends on whether the 
nightfighter is dead ahead of it (i.e. in the same hex column), 
or to the left or the right of the intruder.

ILLusTraTIoN: shaded in gray are the left, right and dead 
ahead zone, relative to the intruder.

If the nightfighter is dead ahead of the intruder, the intruder 
moves directly towards it.

If the nightfighter is to the left of the intruder, displace the 
intruder one hex to the left as if corkscrewing (expend no MP 
to do this), and then move the remaining MP forward. 

If the nightfighter is to the right, the intruder does a similar 
move, but in a rightward direction. 

If multiple eligible defender nightfighters exist in its Wide 
arc, the intruder will move toward the one closest to the hex 
column it occupies. If two or more eligible nightfighters are 
equidistant from this hex column, the umpire chooses the 
one the intruder will move toward.

ILLusTraTIoN: This Mosquito intruder moves at a rate of 5 
MP. The nearest nightfighter is to the right, so it displaces one hex 
to the right and then moves 5 hexes forward.
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27.2.3 PursuIT beHaVIor
At the start of the Move Bombers Phase, the umpire checks 
whether the intruder has an AI fix on a defender nightfighter. 
This is done exactly as for a nightfighter [19.1.2] except that 
no fix marker is placed on the player’s map and the player 
is not told about the fix. An intruder AI radar is unaffected 
by jamming. If the intruder obtains an AI fix it uses Pursuit 
behavior for that phase rather than Serrate behavior.

When governed by Pursuit behavior the umpire may move 
the intruder freely, as if it was a nightfighter, in order to try 
and attack the fixed fighter [9.0].

desIGN NoTe: This is a rare instance in the game of the umpire 
as antagonist. He is permitted to actively hunt and destroy the 
player’s nightfighter.

27.2.4 INTruder CoMbaT
When using Serrate or Pursuit behavior, if an intruder enters 
the target nightfighter’s hex, it stops movement for the phase, 
even if it has expended less than 2 MP [9.1]. The intruder 
now tries to tally the fighter. The umpire immediately rolls 
for a tally using the Tallying Fixed Enemies procedure [15.1]. 
No tally marker is placed on the player’s map nor is the player 
told about the tally. This tally is lost at the end of the Move 
Bombers Phase after all combat takes place.

PLay suGGesTIoN: The umpire should feel free to make 
occasional “fake” tally rolls to spook the player.

If the intruder is eligible to attack the target (i.e. has tallied 
the nightfighter and is in the same hex and facing in the 
same direction) it can now attack [11.0]. The umpire tells 
the player he is attacking and resolves it immediately rather 
than in the Combat Phase. Oblique guns (if available) are 
not used. Intruders do not roll for the effects of aircraft 
destruction [17.3].

A nightfighter rolls for response to intruder attacks exactly as 
if it were a bomber [17.4.4]. See also 16.0. 

Intruders can be attacked by nightfighters. This is treated the 
same as attacking a bomber. The intruder responds exactly 
like a bomber [17.4.4].

2 7 . 3  Ta i l  W a r n i n g  R a d a r
desIGN NoTe: Tail-facing radar sets, such as the Neptun r 
and Vr series, were deployed to warn nightfighters of approaching 
intruders.

If a nightfighter is equipped with tail warning radar, that 
fighter rolls for response against intruder attacks on the 
Warning column [17.4.4]. See also 16.0.

At the beginning of each Move Fighters Phase, before 
any nightfighters move, the umpire must call out any tail 
warnings. If there is an intruder or bomber in the same hex 
or the two hexes directly behind a nightfighter equipped with 
tail warning radar, the umpire calls a tail warning for that 
fighter. (EXCEPTION: If the tail warning is caused by the 
fighter being in the same hex as a bomber it has tallied or 
fixed, do not call the tail warning.)

The umpire calls only one warning for each nightfighter, 
regardless of the number of aircraft in the rear two hexes, and 
does not indicate which hex or hexes the enemy occupies. He 
does not identify the type of aircraft. Tail warning radars are 
not affected by jamming.

ILLusTraTIoN: a warning should be issued if an intruder or 
bomber occupies one of the gray-shaded hexes. 

27.3.1 eMerGeNCy eVasIoN
desIGN NoTe: In extremis, the pilot could set maximum throttle 
and pull maneuvers to evade an attacker.

If a nightfighter receives a tail warning, the player can declare 
it is evading. Increase its MP by one for that Move Fighters 
Phase. An evading nightfighter loses any tally or AI radar 
fix it has. For the remainder of that game turn it may not 
tally, fix bombers with AI radar, or search with Flensburg, 
Naxos or Serrate [24.2.3, 24.3.2, 24.4]. An evading, blinded 
nightfighter [17.3.2] can change facing during its move.

NOW STOP AND PLAY SCENARIO 10.

2 8 . 0  O P T I O N A L  R U L E S
The following rules add realism to the game but their 
complexity may slow down play. Use these rules only if both 
the player and umpire agree.

2 8 . 1  F o l l o w i n g  C o r k s c r e w s
desIGN NoTe: aI radar was able to help nightfighter crews 
follow evading bombers. s-band radars with advanced scanning 
features gave even more assistance.

When a bomber corkscrews [17.4.3], before the nightfighter’s 
tally and radar fix is lost, the player rolls a number of dice:

1 die if the aircraft does not have an AI radar fix on the 
bomber (or simply does not have AI radar).

2 dice if it has a fix with a P-band, L-band, X-band AI radar.

4 dice if it has a fix with an S-band AI Radar.

Add 2 dice if the nightfighter has an experte pilot.

Call out the rolled numbers. If the bomber’s tally number 
[2.2.1] matches one of the called numbers, the umpire must 
tell the player which hex the bomber displaced into. After 
rolling, whether the roll is successful or not, the player then 
chooses whether or not to follow the bomber, and what hex 
(if any) the nightfighter displaces to [17.4.3].

2 8 . 2  A l e r t e d  B o m b e r s
Alerted bombers [17.4.1] increase their MP from the value 
listed in the Aircraft Data Charts (EXCEPTION: Torpedo 
bombers which have not yet attacked [26.3]). If MP is listed 
as 2, increase to 2*; if 2* increase to 3; if 3 increase to 3*; if 
3* increase to 4; if 4 increase to 4*. Ignore this speed increase 
if it would cause the bomber to finish movement in another 
bomber’s hex.

Oblique guns have a printed firepower value of 0 [20.0] 
against an alerted bomber.
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When tallying fixed targets [15.1.1] green pilots reduce the 
number of dice by two. They also reduce the nightfighter’s 
firepower by 1 [17.1] and modify response rolls [17.4]. Green 
pilots never benefit from the roll of bonus tally dice [10.1.1] 
either for the purposes of tallying or attack position [28.4].

2 8 . 6  A d v a n c e d  Ta l l i e s
desIGN NoTe: Most nightfighters had poor vision to the rear.

Nightfighters subtract two dice when trying to tally fixed 
targets that are NOT in the aircraft’s forward hemisphere. 
The forward hemisphere is defined exactly as the Hemi AI 
radar arc [19.1.1].

The Ta154 is unaffected by this rule. Apply the rule on the 
Aircraft Data Card instead.

N I G H T F I G H T E R S
This section describes a selection of the aircraft that appear in 
the game along with some key AI radars. 

A l l i e d  N i g h t f i g h t e r s
HurrICaNe
The Hawker Hurricane I was typical of the single-engined 
fighters that defended Britain’s night skies in the first year of 
the war. Lacking navigation aids or radar, missions in these 
aircraft were frequently dangerous and ineffective. Eventually, 
the Royal Air Force fitted AI sets to a handful of Hurricane 
IICs which assisted the night defense of Calcutta, claiming a 
small number of Japanese bombers.

bLeNHeIM
In the early years of the war single-engined nightfighters were 
abandoned in favor of twin-engined fighters, improvised from 
various heavy fighter and light bomber types. These were 
better platforms for radars and could boast good endurance, 
big gun batteries and additional crewmen who could manage 
the electronics, leaving the pilot free to focus on flying. 

The Bristol Blenheim bomber was close to obsolescence in 
1940 but experienced a revival when it was modified as a 
radar-equipped fighter. The Royal Air Force gained a lot of 
experience with AI on the Blenheim during the early Blitz, 
suffering its poor performance and lack of hitting power until 
the superior Beaufighter could enter service. 

28.2.1 fIsHPoNd
desIGN NoTe: fishpond was an adaptation of the H2s radar, 
used to identify rapidly-approaching nightfighters.

Bombers equipped with H2S are alerted the moment a 
nightfighter moves into an adjacent hex [17.4.1].

2 8 . 3  S e a r c h l i g h t  C o n f u s i o n
desIGN NoTe: searchlight crews could become confused by the 
presence of nightfighters near bombers.

If a nightfighter occupies a hex in or immediately adjacent to 
a searchlight zone, searchlight searches in that zone roll half 
the number of dice that would normally be rolled (round up 
fractions when halving) [14.2.1].

Hand-offs are unaffected by confusion and roll four dice as 
normal [14.2.4].

2 8 . 4  A t t a c k  P o s i t i o n
desIGN NoTe: when stalking a bomber it could take time for a 
pilot to maneuver his aircraft into a good attack position.

When a nightfighter first tallies a bomber in a game turn, its 
attack position is determined. It is in a poor position to attack 
unless it rolled a “double” or better on the tally roll (i.e. two 
or more dice in the roll matched the target’s tally number). 
Once determined, the position may not improve until the 
next game turn, even if a tally is dropped and then reacquired 
in the same turn.

If the fighter rolled a “double” for its tally OR maintained an 
existing tally on the bomber in the Tally Phase, it is in a good 
position to attack in that game turn. The umpire must tell the 
player when he is in a good or poor attack position.

exaMPLe: a fighter rolls four dice to tally a fixed bomber with 
the Id 203. The roll is 3, 3, 4, 6, so the umpire tells the player he 
is in a good attack position.

Nightfighters in a poor attack position reduce their firepower 
by 2. Nightfighters in a good attack position suffer no such 
attack penalty. Nightfighters attacking a corkscrewing bomber 
are in whatever attack position applied immediately before 
the corkscrew.

The player may choose to defer attacking until the nightfighter 
has achieved a good attack position. Intruders are unaffected 
by this rule (treat them as being in a good attack position).

28.4.1 aTTaCk PosITIoN for obLIque GuNs
In addition to the combat dice roll penalty, attacks with 
oblique guns from a poor attack position reduce the printed 
firepower value of the fighter to 0. 

If a nightfighter with oblique guns has a tally or AI fix on a 
bomber and defers an attack or for any reason cannot attack 
the bomber that turn, it may claim response roll benefits as if 
it were making an oblique gun attack [17.4].

2 8 . 5  G r e e n  P i l o t s
desIGN NoTe: Pilots in the game are in the upper quartile of 
crews who achieved 75% of the night kills. Green pilots represent 
the majority of ordinary Joes who rarely achieved a kill.

To recreate a typical nightfighting experience, 
assign a green pilot to a nightfighter and mark 
it with a green pilot counter. Green pilots suffer 
penalties to tallying and combat.

PHoTo: beaufighter VIf of the 416th Night fighter squadron, 
Italy 1943.

beaufIGHTer
As a nightfighter the Bristol Beaufighter had many advantages 
over the Blenheim. It was fast and carried an impressive 
battery of cannon. The Beaufighter IF was to bear the 
brunt of the Winter Blitz of 1940-41 before being the first 
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By the time the Black Widow went on the offensive over 
Europe in 1944 the Nachtjagd was in disarray and the trade in 
Luftwaffe targets had begun to dwindle. Lack of aircraft and 
spare parts also prevented the P-61 from racking up stellar 
scores. German nightfighter pilots were curiously dismissive 
of the black-painted beast, believing it could be easily out-
turned, though conceding it was hard to catch. The lion’s 
share of P-61 production was sent to the Pacific and China, 
where the night battles were sporadic. However, the aircraft 
performed sterling service against Japanese night intruders.

fighter to be upgraded with centimetric radar, capable of 
intercepting raiders at low level. Later equipped with Serrate, 
the Beaufighter VIFs of 141 Squadron would pioneer the 
intruder mission over Germany. Four squadrons of Beaus also 
served with the USAAF in the Mediterranean.

defIaNT
The Boulton-Paul Defiant turret nightfighter had enjoyed 
modest success during the Blitz as a “cat’s eye” fighter. The 
radar version was a stop-gap, fitted with the AI Mk VI set at 
the end of 1941 while efforts were made to deliver sufficient 
numbers of Beaufighters and Mosquitos to RAF Fighter 
Command. However, the AI-equipped Defiant was to have an 
operational life that lasted barely four months and claimed 
the destruction of just one enemy aircraft.

MosquITo
The finest nightfighter of the war, the Mosquito had the 
lines, speed, firepower and radar. The wooden fighter’s vices 
were few: primarily a cramped cockpit crowded out with 
electronics. The Mosquito NF.II carried the AI Mk V and 
there soon followed a series of variants mounting centimetric 
radars. With homing devices such as Serrate and Perfectos, 
the Mosquito became a menace to the German Nachtjagd—
the German nightfighting service—accompanying night raids 
as escorts as part of their “bomber support” duties.

ILLusTraTIoN: Mosquito Nf.II of 23 squadron, raf. Note 
the arrowhead yagi antenna of the aI Mk V radar in the nose and 
the receiving dipoles protruding vertically from the wing.

P-70 HaVoC
In the early-war race to find a suitable nightfighter both the 
RAF and USAAF settled on the Douglas Havoc fast bomber. 
Havocs intended for the French Air Force were diverted to 
Britain in 1940 and fitted with AI Mk IV radar. These served 
from 1941 to the autumn of 1942. The RAF also deployed the 
bizarre “Turbinlite” version of the Havoc (not represented in 
the game), which was armed only with a searchlight.

When America began to arm for war they equipped Havocs 
with a copy of the British radar. The first P-70s were deployed 
to Guadalcanal where their performance was not sufficient to 
intercept the high-flying Japanese. However, the experience 
prepared the USAAF for the arrival of the P-61.

P-61 bLaCk wIdow
The Northrop P-61 was the world’s first purpose-built 
nightfighter, a brute with engine power to spare and a heavy 
battery of guns. With input from the RAF, who had the most 
experience in this new kind of warfare, it was designed to 
have great endurance and a state-of-the-art intercept radar. 
The P-61 was supposed to mount a machinegun turret, but 
the installation was so problematic that it was removed from 
many production aircraft. The Black Widow first flew in 1942 
but didn’t arrive in Europe until 1944, where it was initially 
employed against V-1 cruise missiles. 

PHoTo: a classic view of the P-61a in its gloss-black livery. In 
addition to nightfighting, the black widow proved a terror in 
daylight ground attack missions.

f6f HeLLCaT aNd f4u CorsaIr
The US Navy had the unique problem of trying to operate 
nightfighters off tiny carrier decks. Until the large Midway-
class carriers arrived, this meant using single-engined 
airplanes. Early Hellcats were fitted with the AN/APS-4 radar 
and its scopes proved a handful for a pilot to operate while 
fighting. Its successor, the AN/APS-6 radar, was a wonder of 
miniaturization and had a more ergonomic display scope that 
made night interceptions practicable.

A x i s  N i g h t f i g h t e r s
Me110
The Me110 was designed as a zerstörer—“destroyer fighter”— 
a concept that called for long-range escorts to sweep the skies 
ahead of bomber formations. Mauled in the day fighting 
of the Battle of Britain, the Messerschmitt Me110 found its 
métier at night, having the range, hitting power and capacity 
for electronics that single-seat fighters lacked. Due to be 
pensioned off in 1942, production of the Me110 was stopped. 
However, the Messerschmitt’s replacement—the hapless 
Me210—proved to be such a “lemon” that the 110 production 
line was soon reactivated. Despite this, by 1943 the Me110 
had reached its design limits. Encumbered with draggy radar 
aerials and bulky exhaust hiders, the aircraft lacked the speed 
and altitude performance to cope with the RAF’s fast four-
engined bombers, the “Viermots”. Nonetheless, in the absence 
of large-scale manufacture of replacement types like the 
He219, Messerschmitt variants would struggle on to the end 
of the war, helped by the fact that bomber stream tactics and 
longer raid distances prevented bombers from making the 
most of their speed advantage.
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were prone to accidents. Many aircraft were abandoned in 
mid-air because the pilot could not find an airfield to land at. 

The winter of 1943 was to bleed the wilde sau units white and 
their role began to decline. From September 1944 single-
engined missions were primarily focused on hunting the 
elusive Mosquitos.

Ju88
Like the Dornier fighters the Junkers Ju88 began its 
nightfighting career as an improvised bomber. However, by 
losing its dive brakes and improving the engines, it developed 
into one of the primary fighters of the Nachtjagd. The side-by-
side seating of the pilot and radar operator was preferred to 
the tandem arrangement of the Me110. 

The Ju88C-2 and C-6 only equipped a handful of Gruppen. 
The Ju88G, which appeared in April 1944, was the best of the 
Junkers breed, with BMW 801D engines and aerodynamic 
improvements that made it outstanding in action. Despite its 
bomber origins it could be put through violent aerobatics in 
pursuit of a corkscrewing Viermot. 

Like the Me110 the Junkers was kept in service because it was 
feared that switching from a proven aircraft to a new type 
would impact overall nightfighter production. When, near 
the end of the war, advanced derivatives such as the Ju188 
and Ju388 failed to appear, the majority of nightfighter 
production was focused on the G-series. From mid-1944 most 
of the remaining Me110 units converted over to the Junkers. 

PHoTo: a Messerschmitt Me110G in flight, here with its 
Lichtenstein bC radar aerials clustered around the nose guns.

do17, do215, do217
Like the British, the Germans looked to bombers to fulfil the 
nightfighter role. The Dornier Do17 and derivatives like the 
Do215 were promising candidates that would also permit the 
Nachtjagd to bring highly experienced bomber and transport 
pilots into a service dominated by former day-fighter pilots.

Though the Do215 proved to have great endurance and 
better handling characteristics than the Me110 and Ju88, 
the Reich Air Ministry (RLM) did not believe the type had 
much future and closed production. The fast and well-armed 
Do217 was intended to replace the Me110, but the lack of 
reserve power won it few friends and the Do217J required a 
reduction of some two tons from its bomber weight to make 
it competitive as a fighter. The subsequent Do217N suffered 
from problematic engines and so production was halted in 
September 1943. The aircraft remained a rare bird in the 
Nachtjagd.

ILLusTraTIoN aNd PHoTo: a schräge Musik installation 
in an Me110, comprising two MG ff cannon. oblique guns first 
appeared in May 1943 as local modifications in frontline units. 
firing tracerless ammunition, they could be easily directed against 
vulnerable points such as the fuel tanks in the wings of a four-
engined bomber, provided the target was not maneuvering. The 
success of the guns soon meant that official field modification kits, 
or rüstsätze, were issued.

Me109, fw190
Having abandoned single-engined nightfighters early in the 
war, the Nachtjagd, in desperation, reintroduced the Me109 
and Fw190 in 1943 as the wilde sau, a name that in German 
is akin to the term “bull at a gate”. It was an apt title. The 
recklessness of the wilde sau pilots was made possible by 
the ability of fighter controllers to concentrate them in the 
illuminated skies over their targets. However, wilde sau losses 
(including those to friendly flak) were high relative to their 
successes. Losses rose even higher in bad weather, when they 

ILLusTraTIoN: Ju88G-6 of 5./NJG 2. The G-6 was the 
ultimate version of the fighter and was functionally no different 
to the earlier G-1. The  distinctive “stag antler” antennas of the 
Lichtenstein sN-2c radar can be seen on the nose. The bump on 
the cockpit roof houses the Naxos homer. also note the schräge 
Musik cannon protuding from the middle of the fuselage and the 
rear-facing antenna for the tail warning radar.

He219
The He219 was the Luftwaffe’s most efficient nightfighter 
but for much of the war it was a political football kicked 
back and forth between the Nachtjagd and the RLM. General 
Kammhuber promoted the Heinkel aircraft while the RLM 
tried to trash it, preferring the Ta154. However, official wheels 
have a way of turning and the He219 eventually arrived in 
service, late and in insufficient quantities. 

Though recognized today as the best of the Nachtjagd’s fighters, 
the He219 had good landing and take-off characteristics and 
was fast at high altitude. But compared to Allied aircraft its 
performance was unexceptional. Its relative success only 
highlights deficiencies in the rest of the Luftwaffe inventory. 

The He219 was much slower than the Mosquito–which 
proved to be ammunition for the Ta154 advocates. A specially 
lightened version was built as a “Mosquito hunter” but was 
unstable at high altitude and arrived just as its mission was 
cancelled and handed to the single-seat fighters.
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previously been invisible. Direction to targets was determined 
by spinning a dipole at the focus of the parabolic radar dish 
to achieve a spiral scanning pattern. One advantage of the 
centimetric radars was that they were small enough to be 
covered by a plastic radome, making for a more aerodynamic 
shape. The new radar was a great success, appearing in time 
for the Luftwaffe mini-blitz of London in 1943. However, 
the AI Mk VII and VIII radars were limited in range and 
vulnerable to Window jamming. These problems could only 
be resolved by a new radar set. Ultimately, the replacement 
was to come from America. 

sCr-720/aI Mk x
While Britain struggled to build an advanced S-band radar 
to replace the AI Mk VIII, the Americans leaped ahead with 
one of their own, the SCR-720. This used helical scanning 
to rotate the entire radar dish, though it was restricted 
to scanning the forward hemisphere of the aircraft so as 
to prevent it from microwaving the crew. The system had 
excellent range and could discriminate aircraft from Window 
jamming. Deployment of this jam-resistant radar into British 
service as the AI Mk X was a big influence on the decision to 
use Window against Germany.

ILLusTraTIoN: He219a-2 of 2./NJG 1. This version of the 
predatory-looking “uhu” carries the Lichtenstein sN-2b radar, as 
evidenced by the “stag antlers” of the sN-2 surrounding the small 
antennas of the Lichtenstein C-1 “weitwinkel” (“wide-angle”) 
that provided close-range coverage.

Ta154
Conceived when Himmelbett tactics held sway, the Ta154 was 
unsuited for pursuit nightfighting. Only the pilot had a good 
view, albeit restricted, and the limited fuel tankage resulted in 
a lack of range. However, it was a supremely fast aircraft and 
had it become operational in numbers it might have been 
one of the few true threats to the superlative Mosquito.

Me262
It was inevitable that the first operational German jet fighter 
would try its hand at nightfighting. It was one of the few 
aircraft that could easily catch the Mosquito. In December 
1944 an AI-equipped Me262 was handed to the care of Oblt 
Welter, a one-man show who claimed two Viermots and three 
Mosquitos by late January 1945. The swaggering Welter 
became acknowledged as the expert in turbojet nightfighters 
and his opinion was sufficient to torpedo the adoption of the 
Ar234 jet bomber as a fighter.

JaPaNese NIGHTfIGHTers
The Ki-45 and J1N1 were both expediencies forced on the 
Japanese. Lacking radar they were forced to fight by the 
“cat’s eye” method or under ground control. The J1N1 had 
failed as a Navy fighter, instead serving as a reconnaissaance 
aircraft. However, it was repurposed as a nightfighter when  
the commander of the 251st Air Corps, Yasuna Kozono, 
had it modified with upward- and downward-firing oblique 
guns. During the defense of the Home Islands, Army Ki-45s 
operated under ground control that was compromised by 
heavy American jamming. 

A I  R a d a r s
aI Mk IV
The world’s first effective air intercept radar, the British-made 
AI Mk IV was a 1.5 m system. The radar floodlit the area in 
front of (and slightly behind) the aircraft, and a crude form of 
lobe switching, comparing signal returns to dipoles on each 
wing determined a target’s direction in azimuth and elevation. 
Like most meter-wave radars the AI Mk IV was useless at low 
altitudes. The side lobes were so large that they would return 
signals from the ground, overwhelming the radar scopes. The 
threat of low raiders, particularly minelayers, was sufficient 
to spur development of more powerful and discriminating 
centimeter-wave systems.

aI Mk VIII
Britain’s hurriedly “lashed up” AI Mk VII and its production 
counterpart the Mk VIII were the first centimetric radars 
committed to the nightfighter battle. Directing thinner 
radar beams at a wavelength of 9 to 10 cm made it possible 
to detect aircraft at low level, where German minelayers had 

aN/aPs-6
The 3 cm AN/APS-4 (or ASH) was built to fulfil the US Navy’s 
requirement for a multipurpose radar capable of low-level 
operations against ships and aircraft. The short wavelength 
gave it incredible resolution. However, it was not easy for the 
pilot to both operate a scope and fly the airplane. 

This presented a problem for carrier operations, where the 
size of decks limited operations to single-engined fighters. 
The British got around this with their twin-seat Firefly NF 
Mk I single-engined nightfighter, which carried ASH in a pod 
beneath the fuselage, but the US Navy was keen to adapt their 
single-seat fighters to the night role.

It was a derivative of ASH—the AN/APS-6 (or AIA)—that 
made pilot operation possible, with an improved gunsight-
like scope and red tinted goggles for the pilot so that he did 
not lose his night vision when operating the radar. 

fuG 202/fuG 212 LICHTeNsTeIN
Developed from a radio altimeter, the Lichtenstein bC (and the 
lightweight derivative C-1 which had identical performance) 
was the Nachtjagd’s mainstay AI radar from its introduction 
in late 1942 through to the spring of 1944. It was a 50 cm 
radar, using an arrangement of four dipoles to create a blimp-

PHoTo: The sCr-720 in the 
nose of a P-61 black widow. The 
parabolic reflector revolved at 350 
rpm and a second drive would 
“nod” the radar  up and down so 
that it scanned a hemispherical 
“cheese wedge” of sky.

The ability of the radar’s b-scope 
(which gave range/azimuth 
readings) to switch between 
various ranges enabled operators 
to distinguish aircraft from back-
ground clouds of window.
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shaped beam for searching. A rotating phase-shifter in the 
transmission lines to the dipoles produced a twirling beam 
that could indicate direction. 

Unfortunately, the radar’s wavelength was similar to that of 
the ground-based Würzburg tracking radar, so when Window 
jamming was employed, it affected both systems. After the 
introduction of Window in 1943 it became necessary to 
launch a crash replacement program with the FuG 220 sN-2.

fuG 220 LICHTeNsTeIN sN-2
While Allied radar development concentrated on ever-shorter 
wavelengths, the Germans went in the opposite direction. 
Without the cavity magnetron that made microwave radars 
possible, the Nachtjagd settled for a 3.5 m radar to achieve 
greater range. The choice worked. The radar’s wide-angle 
beam at last made zahme sau fighting in the bomber stream 
practicable and the wavelength was close enough to the Freya 
ground radar that it remained undetected by electronic 
listening for many months. It was also immune to Window 
jamming, at least until the British discovered the radar and 
began to counter it in the summer of 1944. A weakness of the 
sN-2, like that of the British AI Mk IV, was that it was useless at 
low altitude. But until the last year of the war the RAF rarely 
came down low enough for this problem to be fatal.

fuG 240/1 berLIN N-1a & fuG 244 breMeN 0
German adoption of centimetric wavelengths came too late 
for the war. Derived from captured samples of the British H2S 
radar, these 9 to 9.3 cm AI radars would have been harder to 
jam and by allowing nightfighters to shed their drag-inducing 
antennae for aerodynamic radomes would have given aircraft 
like the Ju88 a significant speed boost.

C H R O N O L O G y

1 9 3 9 
Sep Britain and Germany begin aerial mining operations.

1 9 4 0 
Apr Over Denmark the Luftwaffe unsuccessfully attempts 

the first night intercepts using radar direction.

Jun First night raids on mainland Britain take place. The 
“Blitz” grows in intensity through the autumn before 
declining in June 1941.

Jul First German victories with illuminated nightfighting. 
Illuminated belt grows until by 1941 it covers much of 
the western approaches.

Oct First victories under Freya AN direction. German 
searchlight detachments begin to receive Würzburg 
radar directors.

Nov First RAF night interception and victory with AI-
equipped aircraft (a Beaufighter).

Dec GCI experimental station becomes operational in 
Britain. First RAF night raids on Berlin.

1 9 4 1 
Jan Network of British GCI stations rapidly spreads and 

covers most of the country by the end of the year.

May Experiments with konaja fighting begin over Berlin.

Aug First victories with Lichtenstein AI radar in operational 
trials.

Sep Himmelbett becomes operational. Efficient use of the 
system is not achieved until Spring 1943.

Oct Hitler orders the end of German intruder operations.

Nov Centimetric AI radar successfully intercepts German 
minelayers in operational trials.

Dec Me110 production ends but the lack of a replacement 
means it has to be restarted in spring 1942.

1 9 4 2 
Jan British “Smack” system implemented early in the year.

Feb First operational deployment of Lichtenstein BC AI 
radar. Deployment does not reach significant levels 
until the summer.

Mar First RAF experiments with bomber streams. Hitler 
orders withdrawal of searchlights from Henaja zone.

Apr Baedeker raids on Britain open and continue into 
October 1942.

May First “thousand bomber” raids by the RAF.

Jun First Mosquito night victory. First RAF successes using 
centimetric AI Mk VII radar.

Jul Withdrawal of German searchlights to town and city 
defenses complete.

Sep First jamming of Freya radars.

Dec Mandrel jamming of Freya and Tinsel jamming of 
German HF communications begins.

1 9 4 3 
Jan H2S navigation and bombing radar first employed.

Feb First ‘Y’ guidance stations established. Nachtjagd 
crews assigned to fly daylight missions. Many crews 
are “burned up” by day fighting until the order is 
rescinded in January 1944.

Mar Monica and Boozer enter service. Germany conducts 
trials of düppel jamming, but Göring suppresses all 
knowledge of the system.

May First kill with schräge Musik.

Jun First official schräge Musik modification kits produced. 
RAF Serrate intruder missions begin.

Jul Carpet, a system for jamming Würzburg radars, is 
employed during invasion of Sicily. First use of Window 
jamming during Hamburg bombing is a great success. 
wilde sau tactics employed in response to Window.

Aug First use of zahme sau tactics.

Sep Lichtenstein SN-2 enters service, though production 
until early 1944 is very low. German plans for Würzburg 
“delousing” measures unveiled; in the next three 
months some 1,500 sets are modified with Würzlaus 
anti-jamming equipment.

Oct Airborne Cigar commences jamming of German VHF 
communications. Corona deception countermeasures 
begin.

Nov RAF launches “Battle of Berlin”, which continues until 
March 1944.
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Dec RAF 100 Group (Bomber Support) is established 
and begins jamming support and Serrate intruder 
missions.

1 9 4 4 
Jan Operation Steinbock opens and continues to May 

1944. düppel jamming of GCI employed. Naxos 
homing device enters service.

Feb First victory with S-band AI Mk X. 200th SN-2 radar 
delivered.

May 1000th SN-2 radar delivered. Lichtenstein BC and 
C-1 radars have almost passed out of frontline service, 
making Serrate useless.

Jun V-1 cruise missile attacks on Britain begin. MEW 
deployed to cover Normandy invasion and defend 
against V-1s. B-29s start bombing of Thailand and 
Japanese mainland.

Jul Type M Window deployed to jam SN-2 AI radar. Jostle 
IV starts jamming HF and VHF communications.

Sep Monica withdrawn from service after the discovery 
that it is compromised by flensburg. SN-2R tail warning 
radar deployed by the Nachtjagd.

Nov RAF’s Perfectos homer becomes operational.

Dec Allies begin Piperack jamming of SN-2. Naxos zr tail 
warning radar deployed.

1 9 4 5 
Jan Serrate IV, which can home on SN-2 transmissions, 

becomes available.

Mar Night bombing of Japan begins.

Apr B-29s commence jamming of Japanese radar.

May War in Europe ends.

Jun “Guardian Angel” ECM B-29s deployed in support of 
bombing of Japan.

Aug War in the Pacific ends.
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D E S I G N E R ’ S  N O T E S
Compared to the sleek day fighters of World War Two, the 
nightfighters were ugly sisters—ungainly airplanes sprouting 
whiskers. Nightfighters seldom appear in wargames, so this is 
a rare opportunity to place these lonely hunters center stage.

Making this an umpired game was the best way to model 
the “fog of war” of the night battle. It’s an unconventional 
experience, but umpiring has many pleasures. The game 

plays fast and the umpire and player can swap places in an 
evening’s play.

Unlike some tactical air games, the vertical does not figure 
much here. Night interceptions did not involve great zoom 
climbs and dives. Dogfight maneuvers I could also ignore. 
Aircraft can U-turn within the space of a hex, but historically 
hard turns were reserved for emergencies, such as collision 
avoidance or corkscrews. In practise navigation during night 
intercepts was an exercise in gentle but precise flying.

The game scale is highly elastic. Speed is based not on actual 
speed but the relative rate of overtake. The granularity of 
the hex scale means that subtle speed differences have been 
deliberately accentuated. The map is the size of a Himmelbett 
raum and the width is correct for an RAF bomber stream. It 
provides just the right amount of airspace for bombers to get 
lost in.

It would have been impossible to do a comprehensive 
treatment of all the war’s nightfighter and bomber types. I 
have included those I thought important or interesting. Some 
aircraft and weapons, particularly ineffectual oddities such as 
the Turbinlite and the Long Aerial Mine, have been purposely 
left out. The aircraft of the Eastern Front are completely 
absent.

A brief word about pilots. As nightfighting required teamwork 
between pilot and radar operator, the term “pilot” in the 
game refers to the aircraft’s entire crew. Because the great 
majority of nightfighter pilots never scored a kill, the game 
assumes the default pilot is one of that small number of 
seasoned crews that did much of the killing. The rules for 
experten and green pilots permit you to play exceptional or 
indifferent crews.

My biggest challenge in the design was the creation of a 
coherent narrative. I wanted the scenarios to depict the 
technical and tactical development of nightfighting, a 
convoluted subject. The result has been to create a series of 
scenarios that play very differently from each other. Nightfighter 
gives you several games in one.

I hope you enjoy it. Good hunting.
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(1) Move Bombers Phase. The umpire checks 
whether each intruder uses Serrate or 
Pursuit behavior [27.2]. Then he moves 
all bombers on his map after which he 
moves all intruders. He moves tally or fix 
markers for any tallied or fixed bombers 
identically on the player’s map [7.0]. 
Resolve intruder combat [27.2.4]. If a 
bomber fixed by searchlights moves into 
another searchlight zone, the player may 
roll to hand off the fix to the new zone 
[14.2.4], otherwise the fix is lost.

(2) Enter Bombers Phase. The umpire 
determines the number of bombers (and 
intruder fighters) entering and which hex 
columns they enter on. These are entered 
onto the umpire’s map and then moved 
[8.0].

(3) Move Fighters Phase. The umpire 
announces any tail warnings [27.3]. The 
player moves the nightfighters on his map 
[9.0], except the ones which scattered on 
the previous turn [17.3.1]; the umpire 
updates his map accordingly.

(4) Flak Phase. The umpire rolls for flak 
effects on nightfighters if any of them 
occupy a searchlight zone containing flak 
[22.0].

(5) Radar Search Phase. Remove all radar 
search and sweep counters. The player 
places new radar search counters. The 
umpire calls out which searches have 
made contact and places sweep counters 
as appropriate [13.0].

(6) AI Search Phase. Lose AI fixes on bombers 
that are out of the range and/or arc of 
AI radar [19.1.2]. The umpire calls out 
if any of the player’s nightfighters have 
fixed any bombers with their AI radar 
[19.0]. If jamming is in effect, the player 
can roll to fix the bombers [24.5.2]. Fixed 
bombers have their locations marked on 
the player’s map with an AI fix marker.

(7) Searchlight Phase. The umpire places 
searchlight search markers in any active 
searchlight zones containing bombers. 
The player rolls to fix bombers in each 
zone. The umpire places searchlight fix 
markers for any fixed bombers on the 
player’s map [14.0].

(8) Tally Phase. The player may choose to 
drop tallies, then checks to see whether 
tallies are maintained [10.2]. The player 
can roll to tally any bombers [10.0]. The 
umpire places tally markers for any tallied 
bombers on the player’s map. The player 
may then attempt to tally fixed bombers 
and places markers for successful tallies 
[15.1].

(9) Combat Phase. The player may attack 
tallied targets that are in the same hexes 
as his nightfighters. Resolve combat [11.0, 
17.0]. Bombers roll for response [17.4].

(10) End of Turn. Remove searchlight search 
markers from the player’s map [14.2.1]. 
Move the game turn marker one space 
along the turn track (remove the Flares 
counter on entering its space [26.2.2]) 
and begin the next turn.
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